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ABSTRACT 
As the recognition of diverse body types in the U.S. increases and the body-positive 
movement gains traction, the presence of men’s plus sized clothing and models in advertising 
and media has increased in popularity. Manufacturers and retailers are beginning to respond to 
consumer sentiment, introducing or expanding their current offerings to include clothing for a 
market that wields a significant amount of purchasing power (Brown, 2019). The recent Body 
Positive Movement (BPM) has been influential in its efforts to include more diverse female body 
types in advertising and media, but has left consumers wondering why male consumers have not 
been included in recent efforts to increase body size diversity and male plus size clothing in retail 
stores. The purpose of this research was to understand men’s experiences with plus size clothing 
as well as their perceptions of male fashion models in advertising and media. Lastly, men’s 
perceptions of the BPM were also explored. Thirteen plus size men were interviewed for this 
study. Participants had a mostly negative shopping experience as men’s plus size clothing fit 
poorly and was not fashionable. Participants experiences with male fashion models were neutral 
as they were not influential on clothing purchase decisions or perceptions of brand image. 
Participants were mostly aware of the BPM, but viewed the movement as a movement geared 
toward empowering women. They did not believe the BPM had an influential effect on their 
lives or how they felt about their appearance. Festinger’s Social Comparison Theory, Bourdieu 
and Social Capital, and Postrational Feminism provided the theoretical lens through which 
participant responses were interpreted and used to build or add to existing theory. 
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CHAPTER 1.    INTRODUCTION  
Background 
As the recognition of diverse body types in the U.S. increases and the body-positive 
movement gains traction, the presence of men’s plus sized clothing and models in advertising 
and media has increased in popularity. Retailers, designers and popular media have begun to 
listen to the public’s insistence on the inclusion of diverse body types through increased 
offerings of plus-sized clothing. Manufacturers and retailers are beginning to respond to 
consumer sentiment, introducing or expanding their current offerings to include clothing for a 
market that wields a significant amount of purchasing power. Many retailers such as Target, 
H&M, ASOS, and DXL are evaluating their current sizing strategy to provide fashionable plus 
size clothing to this underserved consumer market. Correspondingly, female plus size models 
such as Ashley Graham and Hunter McGrady, have made their way into mainstream fashion 
advertisements (Brown, 2019). Most notably, Sports Illustrated’s swimsuit issue was one of the 
first major publications to include a “plus-size” woman on the cover of their magazine in 2016, 
ushering in the acceptance of plus-size women in mainstream media and advertising (”Ashley 
Graham on,” 2016).   Many plus size models, including male plus size models, are launching 
their own lines of clothing and offering consumers advice on where to shop for fashionable plus 
size clothing through their Instagram pages, Facebook pages, and websites. They are arguing for 
the greater inclusion of plus-sized bodies in advertising and greater representation of fashionable 
plus-sized clothing for men. 
Body Positive Movement 
The body-positive movement posits that individuals should have a positive body image 
and self-worth regardless of body size (Ospina, 2016; “the body positive,” 2019). Individuals 
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should not judge their health and self-worth by body size alone.  The body positive movement 
states individuals should focus on healthy habits for their bodies, rather than on the outward 
appearance of one’s body as the sole indicator of health and wellness (Dalessandro, 2016; 
Ospina, 2016; Schuster, 2018; “the body positive,” 2019). This philosophy and its activists seek 
to sway apparel companies, designers and retailers to include clothing for a range of body types 
and sizes, reflecting the beauty and worth of every body, not just the culturally approved and 
accepted “smaller” sizes (“the body positive,” 2019). The body positive movement’s ultimate 
aim is to instill healthy habits in all people, realizing health and physical appearance are not 
always inextricably linked.  
The body positive movement is a relatively recent phenomenon that has its roots in the 
fat acceptance movement, as women have rallied against the conventional standard that women 
should only be thin and that bodies that do not fit the thin narrative are not worthy of acceptance, 
praise or representation in the media (“the body positive,” 2019). One of its primary goals is to 
engage individuals in the reexamination of women’s bodies and how they are viewed in society 
(Dastagir, 2017). Model activists and groups dedicated to the representation of diverse bodies in 
the media have promoted the body positive movement and it has subsequently gained traction. 
Models such as Ashley Graham, Hunter McGrady, and Tess Holliday have brought their body 
acceptance and celebration platforms to the forefront of fashion with appearances in major 
designers runway shows, appearances in Sports Illustrated magazine’s Swimsuit Issue, and 
development of fashion lines solely devoted to plus size women’s fashion. Female body positive 
influencers are using social media platforms to engage their followers and getting them to think 




Much of the body positive movement has focused on the acceptance of all bodies, the 
representation of diverse bodies in fashion and the media, as well as the inclusion of fashionable 
clothing for plus size women (Brown, 2019; “the body positive,” 2019). As the body positive 
movement has gained traction with women and the media and retailers have begun to include 
diverse female models in their advertisements and campaigns, the question has been raised as to 
whether men should receive the same due diligence. The most recent argument from the body 
positive movement is all bodies, not just women’s bodies, should be accepted, celebrated, and 
represented positively in the media (Brown, 2019).   
Fashion Industry Attitudes toward Plus Size Clothing 
Many retailers, designers, and manufacturers have refrained from catering to a market 
that is expected to exceed $40 billion in the next decade for fear of damaging their brand 
perception (Taylor, 2017). Designers and retailers have long been concerned with the potential 
damage inflicted on their brand image if individuals who were not the aesthetic ideal wore their 
clothing (Schumacker, 2019). A notable designer, Karl Lagerfeld, made it clear that “no one 
wants to see curvy women,” and was often quoted as saying many of society’s problems could 
be blamed on fat people and their health problems (Jennings, 2019). Additionally, several 
designers refused to send sample clothes for Ashley Graham to wear for her cover shoot for 
British Vogue in 2017 because she did not fit their sample sizes (Schumacker, 2019). Many 
celebrities have found it difficult to be styled for award shows and high profile events, as most 
designers will not offer to dress celebrities who are not in their sample size range of 0-2 
(Schumacker, 2019). 
As plus size consumers and models press for more diverse sizes and equality in clothing 
selection, there are still many brands that hesitate to extend their size offerings to men and 
women who do not fit their standard sizes (Schumacker, 2019; Taylor, 2017). Although the body 
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positive movement has had a beneficial impact on the apparel industry, there is still a “fat 
stigma” (“the body positive,” 2019). Fat or plus size still connotes ugly, lazy, and unhealthy. 
Thin is associated with the healthy, upper class and rich, and with it comes access to opportunity 
and status. Many designers and retailers do not want the adjectives associated with fat or plus 
size attached to their lines or their brands. They believe the inclusion of plus sizes will 
undermine their brand image and lead consumers to believe their brand does not connote status 
and that it is accessible to just anyone, which is in opposition to the fashion industry’s pervasive 
culture of status and exclusivity (Entwistle, 2000). 
Availability of Plus-Size Clothing for Men and Women 
In contrast to prevalent fashion industry attitudes, many retailers have launched their own 
plus size lines for women to meet consumers’ demand for fashionable, on-trend plus size 
clothing that meets their fit needs (Rebolini, 2017; Sindicich & Black, 2011).  No longer is plus 
size clothing aimed at hiding or camouflaging the non-standard body type (Bickle, Burnsed & 
Edwards, 2015). Retailers are increasingly feeling the pressure to create plus size lines that 
enhance plus size figures, rather than hide them. Although there have been a handful of retailers 
that have catered solely to the plus size woman for many years, such as Lane Bryant and Torrid, 
this is the first time North American culture has seen a significant increase and inclusion of plus 
sizes and lines at many retailers (Meyersohn, 2018; Rebolini, 2017). Several successful 
mainstream retailers such as ASOS, Target, Forever 21, and H&M have embraced the inclusion 
of plus size clothing for women within the last 5-10 years. These retailers have created lines 
specifically for the fashionable plus size woman, indicating the importance of including plus size 
clothing that is not only functional, but fashionable, as well (Meyersohn, 2018).  
Many retailers have stayed away from offering plus size lines or have discontinued their 
plus size lines in stores or only offer a plus size assortment online. Although many retailers have 
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acknowledged the revenue potential of this group, many retailers and manufacturers have 
decided the cost to develop plus size clothing is not cost effective (Binkley, 2019). Of the 62,000 
specialty retailers in the U.S. only approximately 2,000 of those retailers carry plus size lines 
(Hargrove, 2019). The development of plus size clothing requires using a plus size fit model and 
developing a pattern and grading standards for a different type of garment. As mentioned in the 
literature, retailers and manufacturers are realizing how costly and time consuming it is to 
develop an entire line from start to finish as plus size clothing cannot simply be graded up from a 
straight size sample size (Binkley, 2019; Hargrove, 2019). Torrid, a plus size specialty retailer 
for women, noted its CEO spent three and a half years perfecting fit for the apparel the retailer 
currently offers consumers. Most retailers are not willing to spend the time and money to invest 
in the process. Conversely there have been arguments suggesting manufacturers are not utilizing 
fabric efficiently, subsequently increasing the cost of larger size garments (Binkley, 2019).    
The expansion of men’s clothing lines to include plus-sizes or big and tall sizes, as it is 
commonly referred to in the apparel retail industry, for men is relatively non-existent even 
though the majority of men’s bodies hardly fit the stereotype of the male model seen in most 
advertisements and on runways (Centers for Disease Control, 2019; Rebolini, 2017). For this 
dissertation, big and tall will be used to refer to the clothing and the consumers who purchase big 
and tall clothing. Plus size will refer to the models, used by retailers and designers, to market the 
big and tall clothing. Traditionally, there has been very little presence of men’s big and tall 
clothing. Few on-trend retailers carry men’s big and tall clothing (Ianelli, 2019; Lubitz, 2017; 
Rebolini, 2017). Further, the consensus among industry professionals is there is no one standard 
or definition of big and tall for men (Lubitz, 2017; Rebolini, 2017). Big and tall sections at many 
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retailers indicate the category starts at a size 38 or 40 inch waists and XXL or XXXL shirt, and 
increases in size, from there.   
A great majority of the clothing that is available to plus size men is plain, basic and 
nowhere near the on-trend styles many big and tall men would like to see (Lubitz, 2017; 
Rebolini, 2017). As was often the case with women’s plus size clothing, the styles are not 
fashion-forward and are often not on-trend and lacking style (Rebolini, 2017). Big and tall men 
like fashion and want to spend money on quality apparel, but are having a difficult time finding 
retailers who are offering the selection they desire (Lubitz, 2017). Currently, Instagram 
influencers and websites such as Chubstr offer tips and advice for big and tall men on where to 
shop for fashionable, on-trend big and tall men’s clothing. According to the popular plus size 
male models and Instagramers, much of the plus size male population would like to see the same 
styles found in straight sizes, just extended to include plus size (Lubitz, 2017; Otieno, Harrow & 
Lea-Greenwood, 2005; Rebolini, 2017).   
The fit of much of the plus size clothing is also less than desirable. It is often a scaled-up 
version of straight size clothing with little consideration for the fit needs of men who are 
considerably taller than the average 5’9” tall male, heavier set or more muscular (Rebolini, 
2017). For example, many of the plus size male models, including Zach Miko and Brandon 
Coates, argue the plus size clothing available to them is not fit for the needs of big and tall men. 
Shirts are too short in the torsos, lengths of pants are too short or sleeves do not leave enough 
room for larger arms or shoulders (Rebolini, 2017; Schlossberg, 2015). For men shopping for 
plus size clothing, their experiences with the apparel reflect a lack of consideration to the fit 
needs of plus size males. Many men are finding the clothing fit awkward and not catered to their 
size needs (Sindicich & Black, 2011). It could be said that the plus size clothing designed for 
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men needs to account for an even broader array of body types such as athletes or bodybuilders, 
who are often extremely muscular and find it difficult to shop straight sizes as the clothing does 
not take into account their muscular physiques. Additionally, much of the plus size clothing is 
designed for the height of the average male in America, 5’9” (Lubitz, 2017). The options are 
limited for those men who are 6’0” or taller as the majority of pant lengths do not extend past 32 
or 34 inches in length (Rebolini, 2017).  
Retailers such as ASOS, Target, Old Navy and Kohl’s have begun to answer consumer 
demand for fashionable plus size clothing for men. They are acknowledging this untapped 
market, and its viability, by providing higher quality, fashionable big and tall men’s clothing that 
has been styled and fit for the plus size male.  
Plus Size Models 
Historically, plus size female models have been actively turned down for modeling jobs 
as many clothing lines did not carry plus sizes and believed the inclusion of women who were 
not the culturally accepted standard of “thin” would be detrimental to their brand image. This 
problem was exacerbated by the modeling industry’s definition of “plus size” as size 10, in 
contrast to consumers and retailers who mostly agree that plus sizes and plus size departments 
start at size 16 or 18 or 1X and may go as high as 6X or 7X. These models have fought for the 
recognition that plus size bodies should be celebrated and clothing should be made to fit plus size 
bodies, as well. As the body positive movement has gained momentum, the presence of plus size 
female models in advertising has been slowly increasing. As mentioned previously, the inclusion 
of Ashley Graham and Hunter McGrady in Sports Illustrated’s swimsuit issue, for example, has 
ushered in a new era of acceptance and inclusion of plus size models in advertising. Some of 
these models, some even considered “super-models,” are walking runways for top designers and 
being featured in top fashion magazines such as Elle and Vogue (”The plus-size revolution,” 
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2015). They are creating clothing lines to include sizes for a diverse range of body types such as 
Ashley Graham’s swimsuit line at Swimsuits for All and being included in runway shows for 
designers such as Michael Kors (”The plus-size revolution,” 2015). Plus size female models are 
showing consumers and the media that much of what is created for straight size consumers can 
be equally worn by plus size women (Bickle et al., 2015; Scaraboto & Fischer, 2013). 
The inclusion of plus-size male models in mainstream advertisements is relatively non-
existent even though the majority of men’s bodies hardly fit the stereotype of the male model 
seen in most advertisements and on runways (Centers for Disease Control, 2019; Rebolini, 
2017).  Traditionally, there has been very little presence of men’s plus-size models. There are 
only a handful of male plus-size models (Ianelli, 2019; Lubitz, 2017; Rebolini, 2017). As the 
body positive movement has gained traction for women, and the acceptance and inclusion of a 
range of different body types and sizes for women are included in mainstream media, there is 
increasing pressure from plus size male models, Instagram influencers, and consumers at large 
for retailers to include plus size male models in their campaigns (Rebolini, 2017). 
Some retailers have realized the importance of including big and tall lines for men; however, few 
media outlets and retailers have actively created marketing campaigns that appeal to big and tall 
men, using plus size models to market the clothing. Target has most recently become the first 
retailer to actively include a plus-size male model in its advertisements, with the introduction of 
6’6” model Zach Miko, marking the possible beginning of the inclusion of big and tall men in 
retailers’ advertising (Schlossberg, 2015). Additionally, ASOS, has launched a plus size section 
for men featuring plus size male models. The launch was characterized by outreach to this 
underserved market, with social media campaigns to spread the word about its launch creating 
awareness and intrigue among the plus size male target audience (Wolf, 2017). 
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Additionally, the extension of plus size lines for men has helped slowly increase the demand for 
plus size male models. Wilhelmina and IMG (Lubitz, 2017; Peloquin, 2018) are two well-known 
agencies now actively recruiting plus size male models. Previously, male models were plucked 
from the streets of New York or Los Angeles, or recruited from Big and Tall stores, often 
creating scenarios where individuals were more so fitting the criterion of “plus-size” rather than 
individuals with the presence, experience or potential necessary for ideal model material (Walsh, 
2015). The increase in male plus size lines has ushered in a need for legitimate plus size male 
models and created a viable market for these models with many agencies creating their own plus 
size divisions of models (Peloquin, 2018).  
Purpose 
Although there has been a substantial amount of research conducted regarding women’s 
perceptions of plus size models in advertising and media and fit concerns of plus size women, 
little to no research has been completed to understand men’s experiences with plus size clothing. 
Additionally, there has been little research to date on big and tall men’s perceptions of male 
models used by fashion brands to advertise and market apparel. Lastly, little research exists to 
explain how big and tall men view the current body positivity movement. The following 
questions guided the current research. 
Research Questions 
1. What is the experience of male consumers who shop current plus size or big and tall 
clothing lines, including fit concerns and fit and style preferences of male consumers who 
shop current big and tall clothing? 
2. What are big and tall men’s perceptions of male models in the media? 




4. How do male models affect the purchase intention of big and tall consumers? 
5. How do big and tall men view the body positivity movement?  
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CHAPTER 2.    REVIEW OF LITERATURE 
Introduction 
The review of literature begins with an overview of sizing and sizing systems in the 
United States as well as an introduction to retailers who offer big and tall men’s clothing. 
Additionally, the use of models to advertise and sell clothing to consumers, history of appearance 
norms and body image will be discussed. Lastly, theoretical perspectives and applications 
regarding consumer behavior and the body are examined.  
Sizing Systems for Men’s Clothing 
Demand for men’s ready to wear (RTW) garments saw a significant increase in the mid-
1800s. Substantial growth in the number of individuals working in financial institutions, public 
administration, and insurance agencies increased the demand for men’s tailoring, standard sizing, 
and patterns for men’s suits. Measurements of men’s bodies began to be collected to assist in the 
drafting of patterns and creation of sizing tables for men’s garments as tailors saw an increase in 
tailored clothing for men. European tailors were some of the first to begin this process and create 
some of the first size tables that were to be used for the next several decades (Ashdown, 2007). 
The first half of the nineteenth century saw the development of block patterns for both 
men and women. The mass production of clothing for men accelerated quickly as the United 
States Civil War began. Measurements of men were taken at this time to aid in the production of 
uniforms for soldiers en masse. Additionally, the rise in white-collar occupations also increased 
the demand for men’s tailored clothing, such as suits. The suit subsequently became a symbol of 
status and upward mobility, further increasing the demand for patterns and standard sizing for 
men’s clothing. The American apparel manufacturing industry began applying uniform sizing 
standards to produce men’s RTW garments (Ashdown, 2007). Additionally, WWI helped 
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provide large numbers of men’s body measurements to further enhance the sizing standards for 
men. (Ashdown, 2007). 
A standard sizing system is a “…table of numbers which presents the value of each of the 
body dimensions used to classify the bodies encountered in the population for each size 
group…” (Ashdown, 2007, p. 57) in a system. The classification of individuals with particular 
body measurements into groups with similar body shapes to develop specific garment 
measurements is the goal of size standard development in the apparel industry (Ashdown, 2007). 
Accuracy in size development and standards is imperative because consumer dissatisfaction with 
sizing and fit is one of the top reasons for consumer returns of apparel products to a retailer 
(Ashdown, 2007). Additionally, failure to accurately label a garment with the correct size can 
also result in consumer dissatisfaction. If there is ambiguity on correct size labeling of a garment, 
there is subsequent dissatisfaction with the manufacturer or retailer’s ability to accurately size a 
garment according to the consumer’s standards for that particular manufacturer or retailer 
(Ashdown, 2007). Lastly, vanity sizing, or the inaccurate size labeling of garments to make 
consumers feel they wear a “smaller” size than they do, also contributes to consumer 
dissatisfaction with apparel as the size of the garment does not accurately reflect the size tag 
(Hoegg, Scott, Morales & Dahl, 2014). Vanity sizing will be discussed in a later section detailing 
men’s satisfaction with clothing fit.  
The assortment planning process completed by retailers during the apparel product 
development process should assist retailers in making sure stores are receiving the appropriate 
products, in the right quantities and correct size assortments. Assortment planning can be defined 
as the process retailers undertake to ensure the correct product is in the correct store location, in 
the correct quantities and sizes, and presented in a visually appealing way (Sheehan, 2019). 
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Although lack of specific examples exist to illustrate retailers who cater their size offerings to 
different regions of the country, the assortment planning process is supposed to ensure the right 
products and sizes, in the right quantities make it to the right retailers at the right time. Plus size 
consumer experiences indicate the assortment planning process may be not be functioning 
optimally as both plus size men and women express dissatisfaction with the breadth and depth of 
assortment at retailers across the country (Sheehan, 2019). According to popular literature, plus 
size consumers are routinely dissatisfied with the size selection of plus size clothing noting little 
to no size selection for plus size individuals (Lubitz, 2017).   
As globalization has increased and trade has amplified among nations around the globe, 
the importance of standard sizing has increased. The International Organization for 
Standardization (ISO) has rallied, on several occasions, notably in 1969 and 1991, to create one 
standard for sizing. Unfortunately, because of the differences among people due to ethnicities 
and age, having an international sizing standard is nearly impossible. The efforts, however, did 
result in the development of ISO standards that specify the control dimensions and size 
designations for different types of garments, such as apparel for men, women and children, and 
identifying the procedure for creating sizing systems for a population based on anthropometric 
data (Ashdown, 2007). Additionally, manufacturers and retailers are not legally required to 
adhere to any particular established sizing standard; they are a guideline, at best. Coupled with 
the increase in body diversity due to ethnic differences, age, weight gain, and athletic 
participation, creating a standard sizing system that can be adhered to, by multiple countries, 
would be virtually impossible and not financially astute. Lastly, most of the attention to sizing 
issues has been directed towards women’s clothing. Much of how women’s clothing sizes are 
determined have been developed from sizing studies completed by the U.S. government on 
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military personnel, such as the 1987-1988 anthropometric study of U.S. Army personnel where 
measurements were obtained from almost 4,000 men and women (Ashdown, 2007). This data 
does not typically represent the majority of the U.S. women’s population and manufacturers then 
grade their patterns and alter their sizing standards according to their own standards that often do 
not involve accurate body proportions or scientific data that represents more of their target 
consumer (Ashdown, 2007; Vinue et al., 2013) More recently, anthropometric studies conducted 
by the SizeUSA survey indicate that much of the sizing standards used today do not represent 
women’s bodies (Ashdown, 2007; Schofield & LaBat, 2005). Manufacturers are reluctant to 
build sizing standards around sizes that may be outside the ideal or target consumer, or what the 
mass market knows as “straight sizes” (Ashdown, 2007).  
Use of Fit Models and Grading in the Development of Clothing Sizes 
Each apparel brand has a target customer for their clothing—that is, to whom they aim to 
sell their clothing.  The customer is defined in terms of a large number of factors, including age 
range, gender, and body type.  Apparel manufacturers develop their initial garment prototype or 
“sample” in a size in the middle of their size range.  The fit model is selected not only for their 
measurements but for having a body type that represents the brand’s target customer.  The 
sample is fit to a sample-sized fit model. Fit models are those individuals used by manufacturers 
to size and fit their garments as opposed to a model used for advertising purposes, who 
represents the demographic characteristics and body ideals of a brand (Workman & Lentz, 2000; 
Vinue, Leon, Alemany & Ayala, 2013). Fit models are selected based on certain criteria, usually 
body-specific body measurements, body shape, proportion and height that are predetermined by 
a manufacturer to represent their demographic (Ashdown, 2007; Vinue et al., 2013). Fit models 
play a critical role in the process of sizing and fitting garments as the garment is not only fit to 
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the model’s body to ensure accurate sizing but often provides feedback on the comfort and wear 
of the product (Ashdown, 2007; Vinue et al., 2013).  
The corrected sample size pattern is then “graded” by incrementally increasing or 
decreasing the dimensions of each pattern piece in a garment to produce all the sizes in the range 
(Ashdown, 2007; Mullett, 2015; Schofield & LaBat, 2005).  Grading is based on a size created 
specifically for a fit model or dress form the manufacturer considers its base size (Schofield & 
LaBat, 2006). The pattern is then increased or decreased incrementally from certain cardinal 
points on the original pattern. These changes follow particular grade rules that are intended to 
create a well-fitting garment for the consumer while keeping the original design and aesthetic of 
the garment (Ashdown & Dunne, 2006; Schofield & LaBat, 2005). As a result, the body 
proportions of the fit model are copied into all sizes within the range. Often, graded sizes are 
then fit to additional fit models to ensure consistency before production begins (Ashdown, 2007; 
Workman & Lentz, 2000). 
Unfortunately, several studies uncovered the assumptions found in most grading systems 
do not fit most of the population and present fit issues for a majority of consumers (Ashdown & 
Dunne, 2006; Schofield & LaBat, 2005; Vinue et al., 2013). For example, Schofield & LaBat 
(2005) found the manufactured garments for women were not supported by body measurement 
data, resulting in sizes that were not based on female consumers’ actual body proportions. Fit 
problems associated with grading are evident in men’s apparel, as well, particularly with tailored 
clothing such as men’s suits. Diverse body types due to ethnicity, physical fitness and occupation 
present unique challenges to manufacturers in the production of men’s tailored clothing and the 
sizing and grading of such apparel (Chan, Fan & Yu, 2004; Shin, Istook & Lee, 2011). 
Additionally, outdated anthropometric data from which manufacturers develop grading and 
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sizing systems contributes to ill-fitting garments and dissatisfied consumers (Chan et al., 2004; 
Schofield & LaBat, 2005; Shin et al., 2011). Many retailers and manufacturers report fit 
problems associated with pattern grading as a major source of consumer dissatisfaction with 
clothing and overall perception of the garment’s quality (Chan et al., 2004; Schofield & LaBat, 
2005; Shin et al., 2011). 
As more big and tall clothing options are available online, online customer reviews 
(OCR) have become increasingly important in the consumer purchasing process. OCRs provide 
important information that allows consumers to make informed decisions about the apparel they 
are purchasing, including whether or not apparel will fit satisfactorily (McKinney & Shin, 2016). 
Studies have shown that OCRs tend to affect the trustworthiness of a retailer which affects 
whether or not a consumer decides to purchase a product (Utz, Kerkhof & van den Bos, 2012). 
Although most studies discussing the importance of OCRs concerning fit primarily involve 
women, those studies indicate positive fit reviews were more influential than negative fit reviews 
if consumers were already compelled to purchase the product (Shin, Chung & Damhorst, 2018).  
As mentioned previously, fit is one of the most common reasons for consumer 
dissatisfaction and returns to stores (Chan et al., 2005). OCRs have become increasingly 
important for those who shop for clothing online, specifically big and tall clothing, where the 
option to try on and experience the fit of the garment, is not available. OCRs, including specific 
reviews on fit of garments, are especially important for those consumers who do not have access 
to product in store, and serve as an important source of information regarding the product and the 
retailer (McKinney & Shin, 2016; Shin et al., 2018). Additionally, based upon previous studies 
regarding OCRs and women, it could be reasonably inferred fit reviews are important for men, as 
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well, as these reviews provide the same information that women use to make informed purchase 
decisions regarding apparel and retailer trustworthiness (Utz et al., 2012).   
Efforts to improve the fit of men’s apparel   
Men’s apparel sizing systems are based on the length and circumference of body 
dimensions such as neck, arm, chest waist and leg. More recently, manufacturers have begun 
labeling garments with body type labels (in addition to body dimensions) to indicate the fit of the 
garment to assist consumers with how the garment may fit. For example, slim fit, relaxed fit, and 
big and tall are being used by many manufacturers to indicate the style and fit of a garment (Shin 
et al., 2011). This information does provide the consumer with some fit information, however, it 
is limited information and is specific to a brand or manufacturer.  
More recently, manufacturers are responding to the fit challenges associated with today’s 
changing population by using 3-D body scanners to obtain body measurements of fit models 
(Ashdown, 2007; Workman & Lentz, 2000). 3-D body scanners capture data that creates three-
dimensional images of human bodies (Ashdown & Dunne, 2006). 3-D body scanners are being 
employed to scan models in different poses, with or without undergarments and with or without 
footwear to obtain measurements to better design patterns for garments. Additionally, 3-D body 
scanning technology enables manufacturers to produce patterns and designs based on 
measurements of actual bodies, rather than fit models with specific measurements that may or 
may not be representative of the target consumer (Ashdown, 2007; Ashdown & Dunne, 2006; 
Workman & Lentz, 2000).  3-D body scanning does have its disadvantages as the scanners only 
obtain measurements and not subjective data such as the feel, comfort, ease and movement of the 




Additionally, 3-D body scanning technology is also being used to create better dress 
forms and mannequins that are more representative of manufacturers’ target consumers. 
Companies such as Alvanon are surveying women and using their 3-D body scans to create dress 
forms and mannequins that reflect the prevalent body shape, proportions and posture of actual 
consumers (Barrie, 2012).  The use of this technology hopes to bring accuracy to sample sizes, 
increased customer satisfaction with fit and comfort and ultimately, increased brand loyalty 
(”Sizing and fit solutions,” 2019; Barrie, 2012; Vinue et al., 2013).  
Custom clothing and subscription services 
Many consumers are turning to custom clothing and subscription services to fulfill their 
clothing needs. As many consumers find it more difficult to find clothing that fits well, some 
consumers are turning to custom clothing and subscription service options to find clothing that is 
both fashionable and fits their body. Mostly for work or professional apparel, tailored suits have 
been an option for men for decades and many men are using their local tailor to provide custom 
workwear. Because a tailor takes approximately 15-40 measurements for a custom suit, many 
men are turning to tailors to find the fit they are looking for (Lipton, 2016). Others are turning to 
sites that offer other custom clothing options, such as Oxcloth, where you can purchase clothing 
made specifically for particular body types, in this case, weightlifters and bodybuilders 
(Oxcloth.com, 2020). 
Other consumers are using clothing subscription services to fulfill their apparel needs. 
These services ask consumers to fill out a survey that asks about fit and style preferences, a 
stylist is typically assigned to the consumer and the stylist selects and sends the customer 
clothing based on those preferences, usually monthly (Stidhum, 2018). The customer only pays 
for what they keep and the remaining clothing is sent back in a prepaid box. Services such as 
these have become increasingly popular with women and men are beginning to see the value and 
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convenience, as well. For example, Stitch Fix for men was introduced in 2016 and offered 50 
brands and 160 fit and size combinations. Today, Stitch Fix has grown to include over 100 
brands and over 800 fit and size combinations. Because of this success, Stitch Fix launched a 
plus size men’s division which garnered a wait list of over 25,000 customers within the first two 
weeks (Rusbosin, 2019).  
Need for changes in the fit of men’s clothing   
As manufacturers and retailers continue to adapt sizing standards to fit their target 
consumers, manufacturers employ the use of fit models to assist in the fit process and proper 
sizing for consumers. Most of the fit models and sample sizes are geared toward ideal consumers 
and the product is designed and styled to fit those ideal consumers. A great majority of male fit 
models are approximately 6’0”-6’1” tall with 39-34-39 chest, waist and inseam measurements 
for standard, straight sizes. These measurements may vary ½” to ¾” for each model, depending 
on the manufacturer’s specifications (Helmer, 2019). These sizes may be the stereotype for 
manufacturers, but do not reflect the body sizes of the average male in the United States who 
stands at 5’9” tall, weighs on average 198 lbs. with a 40 inch waist. Manufacturers are failing to 
recognize the size and fit requirements for the average man in the United States (CDC, 2019) and 
consumers are now arguing when the fit and sizing standards manufacturers use will reflect the 
average male’s size and fit needs.  
Satisfaction of Men with Clothing 
Men have become much more involved in fashion and clothing in recent decades. No 
longer are men relying on spouses, significant others, or friends to dictate clothing choices and 
fashion involvement, rather they are taking an active role in their style and dress. Men are 
building fashionable wardrobes and retailers are marketing to the fashionable male consumer 
(Sindicich & Black, 2011; Torres, Summers & Belleau, 2001).  Men’s apparel expenditures were 
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over $54.3 billion in 1998, up 6.8% from the previous year (Torres et al., 2001). Men are 
concerned with value when they shop, indicating price and quality as two main evaluation 
criteria when deciding to purchase a garment. Additionally, over half of the shoppers indicated 
price and quality as key criteria when shopping (Torres et al., 2001).  
Utilitarian vs. Hedonic reasons for apparel shopping 
Individuals may be motivated to shop for clothing for a variety of reasons including 
procurement of a specific product or products, fun or enjoyment, self-expression, or other 
personal reasons not related to the product itself, such as status or compulsive buying. It is 
widely accepted that individuals shop for either utilitarian or hedonic purposes, and sometimes 
both reasons. Those who shop for utilitarian reasons are focused on fulfilling a task and seek out 
products for rational or logical reasons (Arnold & Reynolds, 2003). Those who shop for hedonic 
reasons do so for pleasure, enjoyment or other emotional related reasons. As men have become 
more involved in fashion and shopping, shopping for hedonic reasons has increased. It can be 
said that men shop for both utilitarian and hedonic reasons as many individuals derive pleasure 
even from shopping for products they need for utilitarian purposes such as clothing.  
Recent studies have shown that fit is the apparel consumer experience criteria consumers 
are most dissatisfied with when shopping for apparel (Sindicich & Black, 2011). Poor fit 
accounts for the majority of returns to retailers, both to online and brick and mortar retail outlets 
(Chattaraman et al., 2013). Recent studies, such as that conducted by Sindicich and Black (2011) 
on fit and sizing of business apparel, indicate as many as 40% of men have issues with size and 
fit. As discussed previously, pattern grading and sizing systems are outdated and do not 
accurately represent the size and shape of today’s males. Some companies are taking steps to 
rectify the problem, but the process is tedious and time-consuming, while, at the same time, 
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many manufacturers have taken no action at all to adjust their sizing systems to better reflect the 
bodies of their target consumers whilst maintaining their brand image.  
Additionally, many fit issues can be attributed to what the industry refers to as vanity 
sizing. As mentioned previously, vanity sizing is where the size label does not match the actual 
measurements of the garment to make consumers feel like they wear a smaller size than they 
actually do (Hoegg et al., 2014; “You’ve been fooled,” 2016).  For example, a men’s size 36 pant 
at one retailer may be a size 32 at another retailer. As body sizes of Americans have increased, 
many retailers have turned to vanity sizing to help consumers feel better about themselves while 
shopping their clothing offerings. Unfortunately, this lack of standardization creates more 
confusion for consumers, particularly when online shopping (Ketron & Spears, 2017), as there is 
not a way to accurately predict one’s size at a particular retailer, even if referring to the size chart 
offered by the retailer. Size charts are intended to give basic measurements of garments, but do 
not reflect an individual consumer’s fit preferences for specific garments (“You’ve been fooled,” 
2016). More and more consumers are reporting a larger variance in the sizes they wear 
depending on the retailer they are purchasing clothing from, creating frustration among 
consumers and increases in returns for online retailers because of vanity sizing (Ketron & 
Spears, 2017).  
Largely seen in women’s apparel, vanity sizing in men’s apparel is on the rise. For 
example, Aydinoglu and Krishna (2012) found vanity sizing may have an increase in an 
individual’s positive mental imagery as well as an increase in a consumer’s positive attitudes 
towards the products that utilize vanity sizing. Although it does increase positive attitudes and 
feelings towards a retailer and the product, in conjunction with increased levels of positive 
mental imagery, vanity sizing can and does lead to consumer confusion and also raises ethical 
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questions regarding retailer honesty in its sizing practices and consumer manipulation 
(Aydinoglu & Krishna, 2012; Ketron, 2016). Additionally, Hoegg et al. (2014) also confirmed 
labeling apparel with smaller sizes may contribute to increased levels of appearance self-esteem 
while larger size labeling does not and may lead to compensatory consumption in response to 
decreased levels of appearance self-esteem. Unfortunately, Hoegg et al.’s study only focused on 
female consumers leaving an opportunity for an investigation into vanity sizing and men’s self-
esteem and consumption behavior.  
According to the CDC, as of 2014, the average man in the U.S. had a size 40-inch waist. 
Yet, many retailers do not carry sizes larger than a 36 or 38-inch waist pant. Big and tall men are 
reporting that even when retailers do carry larger sizes, the sizing fails to reflect the fit needs of 
big and tall men, such as a broader shoulders or longer torso (Rebolini, 2017). Some companies 
suggest shirts in sizes small, medium, large and extra-large only fit about 15% of the male 
population correctly (Lutz, 2013). According to consumers, the fit of men’s plus size clothing is 
failing to account for different body proportions, including longer legs, larger torsos and 
shoulders and greater circumference of arms and legs (Quintano, 2015; Rebolini, 2017).  
Unfortunately, there is very little research to date on men’s fit concerns and preferences. 
The little research that has been done and the few popular articles that have been published 
indicate men’s apparel expenditures are increasing and body proportions are changing 
(Chattaraman et al., 2013). An investigation into the fit preferences and concerns of big and tall 
men is warranted as the U.S. Men’s apparel market is worth approximately $140 billion 
(Chattaraman et al., 2013).  
Role of Models in Advertising and Selling Clothing 
This section discusses fashion models, those used to display clothing to sell it in venues 
such as fashion shows and advertisements, —as opposed to fit models, used in sizing clothing for 
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mass production. Fashion models are typically taller and thinner than fit models. The clothing 
fashion models wear is expected to fit virtually any model, rather than the clothing designed to 
fit the measurements of the fit model, whom the brand has designated indicative of the consumer 
the apparel is being designed to fit (Effron, 2011; Manning & Rice, 2015) Specifically, fashion 
models are used to create a favorable perception of a product in the consumer’s mind, thus 
influencing the consumer to view the brand favorably and purchase the product (Buck, 2016; 
Sharif, Raza, Das, 2017; Sypeck, Gray & Ahrens, 2003). Because fashion is considered to be a 
high-involvement category of goods where the product is used as an expression of self and 
identity, brands select models they believe best represent their brand and the image they wish to 
portray to their target consumer (Sharif et al., 2017). If a model possesses the traits a brand 
wishes its target consumer to have, and the target consumer identifies with and finds those 
characteristics appealing, the model is considered effective (Aaker, 1997; Aagerup, 2011). 
Additionally, if the model is perceived to share similar characteristics to the target consumer, 
purchase intention is greater (Agerup, 2011; Sharif et al., 2017). Conversely, if the model’s 
characteristics are deemed unattainable, unrealistic or unidentifiable, the ideal portrayed by the 
brand becomes unachievable and therefore erodes brand image and purchase intention (Aaker, 
1997; Sharif et al., 2018). The impact of models on consumer brand perception will be discussed 
in detail later in the literature review.  
Models have been used to market and sell clothing for the better half of the 20th and 21st 
centuries (Buck, 2016; Helmer, 2018; Sharif, Raza & Das, 2017). Though the first models were 
women, the fashion modeling industry has evolved to include men, children, older adults and 
persons with disabilities. For decades, designers and manufacturers have solicited models to use 
in print advertisements and as live models (Buck, 2016).  
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Live models, as opposed to mannequins, have been used since the 1850s with Charles 
Frederick Worth’s introduction of a model, his wife, to model his designs for wealthy clients 
(Buck, 2016; Helmer, 2018; McKinlay, 2018). Considered the father of haute couture, Worth 
realized the importance of using “live” mannequins to showcase his designs so potential 
customers could view the fit of the garment on an actual body (Buck, 2016; Helmer, 2018). With 
the introduction of photography, the popularity of live models increased as models were needed 
for both print advertisements and modeling of clothing live (Helmer, 2018). During this time, 
models were reflections of designers’ clients and the clients’ body types, rather than the 
representation of society’s ideal body type, as they are today (Buck, 2016; Sypeck et al., 2004).  
Through the decades the look of the ideal female model has evolved. Up until the 1960s, 
female models were much curvier and reflective of the general population (Sypeck et al., 2004). 
The introduction of the 1960s counter culture helped revolutionize the female modeling industry, 
and models such as Twiggy ushered in an era of extremely thin, waif-like models. This trend has 
continued to present day with much of the fashion of the 1990s and 2000s glamorizing extremely 
thin models such as Kate Moss (Buck, 2016; Helmer, 2018). During the 1990s and 2000s, many 
models were considered underweight, according to medical BMI standards, and suffered from 
eating disorders such as anorexia and bulimia (Buck, 2016; Chapin, 2017). Simultaneously, the 
general population’s weight and BMI continued to grow, creating a larger discrepancy between 
the look of fashion models and that of the general population. This trend has accelerated as the 
obesity epidemic in the U.S. has continued for the past three decades (Fox, 2016). The mid-
2000s has seen the rise of the body positivity movement and subsequent campaign from 
consumers and plus size models to include more diverse body types in mainstream advertising. 
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This movement has resulted in the inclusion of female plus size models in both print media and 
live shows of notoriously straight size only designers (Buck, 2016). 
The evolution of male models has paralleled that of female models. Although not 
employed as frequently as female models before the 1980s, male models have been used for the 
same reasons as female models, namely, to sell a product and create favorable brand impressions 
(McKinlay, 2014; Schneier, 2019). Up until the last couple of decades, most male models were 
celebrities or notable public figures (McKinlay, 2014). Brands used these celebrities to be the 
face of their brand and create favorable brand equity. Today, male models reflect the prevailing 
cultural norm of lean and muscular, and through the decades, have reflected the cultural norms 
regarding body shape and muscularity standards for men (Schneier, 2019). Even as the ideal 
body for men has shifted to a much leaner build, the general population does not necessarily 
reflect this standard (Bordo, 1999; Iannelli, 2019). The average man in the U.S. is approximately 
5’9” tall, weighs about 200 lbs. and has a waist circumference of approximately 40 inches. In the 
1960s, the average American male weighed 166 lbs and stood at about 5’8” tall. The shift in 
overall stature of men in the U.S. is not reflective of the average male model that stands at 5’11”-
6’2” with a waist circumference of approximately 29-32” (Centers for Disease Control, 2019).   
Just as the body positivity movement has encouraged the inclusion of diverse body types 
in modeling and advertising for women, there are the beginnings of a movement for the inclusion 
of big and tall men in advertising. Major modeling agencies such as Ford, IMG, and Wilhelmina 
are including big and tall men divisions (Schneier, 2019) and according to IMG, their plus-size 
male division, Brawn, has seen a 15% growth in revenue in 2018 over 2017. Additionally, 
Brawn’s bookings of plus size male models are up 62% from the previous fiscal year indicating 
the growth and popularity of this emerging plus size male model division (Schneier, 2019). 
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Impact of Models in Advertising on Consumers Perceptions of Clothing Brands 
Models are used to sell a product and build a particular brand image in the minds of 
consumers. They are used to personify a brand and its personality, facilitating the consumers’ 
ability to identify with a particular brand (Aaker, 1996; Aaker, 1997). Companies try to find 
models that display certain traits so consumers can, in turn, identify with those models and traits. 
This hopefully leads to favorable brand image and purchase intention (Aaker, 1996; Aaker, 
1997). If brands use models the target consumer does not identify with or does not want to 
identify with, the use of the model is ineffective and results in an eroded brand image (Aagerup 
& Scharf, 2018). The goal of the use of the fashion model is to balance the aspirational aspect of 
the look of the model with the attainability of the look or lifestyle of the model.  
Fashion models have been notoriously slim individuals throughout the past several 
decades. They do not typically represent the average consumer; rather they are used to display 
characteristics the brand wishes to portray. It has not been until the last 5-10 years that we have 
seen an increase in the diversity of models’ body shapes. Marketers claim thinner models sell 
more products, even though they often have the effect of increasing body dissatisfaction among 
males and females after viewing advertisements with thin models (Aagerup & Scharf, 2018). The 
argument has been made thinner models for women and lean, muscular models for men are 
associated with happiness, popularity, and overall increased social capital (Maynard, 1999; 
Polonsky & Kareklas, 2010). Excess body weight or fatness is stereotypically associated with 
laziness, stupidity and lack of self-discipline (Maynard, 1999). 
Recently, fashion brands and retailers have begun to incorporate more diverse body 
shapes in their modeling campaigns. Plus size models are becoming more visible as some studies 
have suggested that using average weight or plus size models may not harm brand image 
(Aagerup & Scharf, 2018; Polonsky & Kareklas, 2011; Watson, Lecki & Lebcir, 2015). For 
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example, Aagerup’s (2011) study found the use of plus size models in brand advertisements 
decreased the overall effectiveness of the advertisement and found that thinner models led to the 
most favorable brand impressions. Conversely, Aagerup and Scharf (2018) reported that the use 
of obese models in fashion brand advertisements did not negatively affect overall brand 
attractiveness for women. Additional studies have indicated the more prestigious the fashion 
brand, with prestigious denoting designer brands with higher price points, the more effective the 
use of thinner models while conversely, moderate brands were not negatively affected by the use 
of plus size models (Aagerup, 2011; Aagerup & Scharf, 2018; Watson et al., 2015).  
Although there have been several studies on the effect of female model body size on 
women’s perceptions of brand advertisements, there is little to no research on men’s perceptions 
of big and tall men in brand advertisements. Additionally, the effects of using plus size male 
models on brand image, have not been explored. As the prevalence of male plus size models in 
advertising campaigns increases and consumer demand for big and tall men’s clothing 
intensifies, research on brand image and how plus size male consumers perceive brands that 
actively feature plus size male models is warranted. 
History of Appearance Norms and Evolution of the Ideal Body for Men 
The evolution of the ideal body and appearance for both men and women has evolved 
greatly over centuries and more rapidly in the last few decades. A multitude of factors have 
contributed to the changing “ideal body” including changes in nutrition, evolving gender roles, 
leisure activities and shifting cultural norms and discourse regarding the body (Bordo, 1999; 
(Luciano, 2001; Pope et al., 2000). The legends of Greek mythology, as well as those men and 
women of upper class stature during much of the previous centuries had much “curvier” body 
types as excess fat was considered a sign of wealth and leisure (Bordo, 1999; Loria & Kim, 
2017; Luciano, 2001). Bodies were portrayed as softer, more voluptuous and all-around curvier 
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in the paintings of famous artists such as Titian and Michelangelo, than that of both men and 
women today. Throughout the mid 19th and early 20th centuries, bodies with a little excess fat or 
adipose tissue were considered most desirable as they signaled wealth and stature in society 
(Bordo, 1999). A thin, muscular build was often associated with manual labor and fieldwork, 
occupations of the lower classes and thus, less desirable (Luciano, 2001). 
It was not until the Victorian Era where exercise and physical fitness were recognized as 
having benefits to the body and signaled the beginnings of exercise being viewed as a leisure 
activity, a time set aside for those who have the time and money to engage in such activities 
(Bordo, 1999; Loria & Kim, 2017). Engagement in athletic activities was encouraged and 
individuals of wealthier classes were seen playing sports and participating in cardiovascular and 
resistance training. This engagement in physical activity coupled with a change in the cultural 
and economic climate began a shift in the ideal body and appearance for both men and women in 
the 1920s and 1930s (Bordo, 1999; Luciano, 2001).  
The 1920s and 1930s began a shift to a leaner bodily appearance for both men and 
women (Bordo, 1999). The popularity of Hollywood actors and actresses, who had to look good 
in front of the camera, ushered in an ideal that was noticeably slimmer than previous decades, 
but still average compared to today’s thinness standards (Loria & Kim, 2017). Advertisements 
for a range of products, for both men and women, began to show models considerably slimmer, 
reflecting the Hollywood ideal of the time (Bordo, 1999; Pope et al., 2000). 
The slimmer ideal continued through the 1950s, and it was not until the 1960s Cultural 
Revolution that Westerners saw a shift in the ideal men’s body type (Loria & Kim, 2017). As 
social, racial and cultural turmoil permeated the United States and Europe, individuals began to 
react against the prevailing ideal body type, rejecting the mainstream, conformist body (Bordo, 
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1999; Luciano, 2001; Pope et al., 2000). The ideal for men became quite thin, with long hair and 
facial hair. Musicians, actors, and models reflected the much thinner ideal as models such as 
Twiggy entered the modeling scene, promoting the thin ideal for both men and women (Loria & 
Kim, 2017).  
The 1980s saw the rise of the hyper-masculine “gym rat” body as the popularity of bodies 
of professional wrestlers and bodybuilders soared. Bodies like that of Hulk Hogan and Arnold 
Schwarzenegger increased in popularity as their presence in media and entertainment became 
more pervasive (Bordo, 1999; Luciano, 2001). Bodybuilding and weight lifting became popular 
activities for men and were widely accepted as mainstream and socially acceptable hobbies. 
They helped contribute to the popularity of the hyper-muscular physique for men during the 
1980s (Bordo, 1999; Loria & Kim, 2017; Skipper, 2018). 
The following decade saw a significant decrease in the hyper-muscular bodies for men as 
a more toned and lean look became popular (Loria & Kim, 2017). Models and television stars of 
the 1990s reflected a lean, toned look that did not require pumping heavy iron at the gym for 
hours a day. Hollywood stars and models, such as Luke Perry of Beverly Hills 90210 and model 
Tyson Beckford reflected the aesthetic of the day, lean and muscular, with the quintessential six-
pack abs (Luciano, 2001). This lean, but muscular aesthetic is still considered the ideal body for 
men, today. Popular culture and media have provided very few alternatives to this ideal and a 
body other than lean, toned and/or muscular, is viewed as socially unacceptable and lacking 
discipline (Bordo, 1999; Loria & Kim, 2017; Luciano, 2001; Pope et al., 2000).  
Current Male Body Sizes in the U.S. Population 
According to the Centers for Disease Control (2018), the average height of a man in 
America aged 20 and over is 5’9”, weighs 198 lbs. and has a waist circumference of 40 inches. 
According to BMI charts, this puts the average American male in the obese category (CDC, 
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2018). Conversely, the average male model is around 6’0”, weighs approximately 120-170 lbs. 
and has a waist circumference of 32 inches (”How to become a male model,” 2018). This puts 
the average male model in the underweight or low end of the normal range for BMI (“Body 
Mass Index,” 2019).  In addition to those statistics, the CDC also notes the weight, BMI, and 
waist circumference of adults in the United States has steadily increased over the past 18 years a 
trend that does not show signs of slowing. These statistics indicate the body types and body 
proportions of Americans are changing, particularly those of men in the United States, even 
though the male body ideal has remained relatively unchanged for the last two decades.   
Historically, body type ideals have influenced how people have shaped their bodies and 
how apparel manufactures have shaped their clothing to fit those bodies.  The ideal body for 
women and men has evolved over the last several decades, but has been focused mostly on a thin 
ideal for women and a muscular ideal for men (Bordo, 1999; Loria & Kim, 2017; Luciano, 
2001). Over the last several decades, society’s amount of acceptable fat on the body has 
decreased significantly for both men and women, leading to concerns over what is considered a 
healthy amount of body fat (Bordo, 1999; Luciano, 2001; Pope et al., 2000). The prevalence of a 
muscular body for men and extremely thin ideal for women has led to concerns for clinicians as 
the reported incidents of psychological distress regarding body weight and physical appearance 
have increased drastically in the last twenty years (Bordo, 1999; Davison & McCabe; 2005; 
Luciano, 2001; Pope et al., 2000; Tiggeman, Martins & Churchett, 2008; Wagner, 2016). 
Increasingly, men’s bodies are becoming more scrutinized, subjected to what is referred 
to as the “female gaze” (Bordo, 1999; Luciano, 2001; Tiggeman et al., 2008). For decades, only 
women were typically subjected to the “male gaze,” but as the emphasis on the sexualization of 
men’s bodies has increased, their bodies have come under increased and intensified scrutiny. 
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Men are being viewed as objects of sexual desire, subjected to society’s gaze and the same 
scrutiny women have faced for decades (Bordo, 1999; Luciano, 2001). This focus on men’s 
bodies has led to an evolution of the ideal body for men, one of extreme leanness and 
muscularity.  
Additionally, the ideal muscular male body type has also created a certain segment of the 
male population that, because of their involvement in fitness and athletics, is finding it difficult 
to find clothes that fit their body. Unlike female athletes, who for the most part, are not 
excessively muscular, many male athletes’ muscular body types and stature are making it 
difficult to fit into “straight size” clothing. Even though these individuals would not be 
considered “plus size” in the general sense, they do not fit within the standard “straight size” 
realm and often find themselves looking for custom made apparel or drastically altering current 
ready-to-wear apparel to suit their body types (Rebolini, 2017). 
Body Image and Body Positivity 
The fashion industry and mass media have been identified as one of the most pervasive 
and influential transmitters of appearance norms in the United States (Bordo, 1999; Luciano, 
2001; Pope et al., 2000). Both men and women look to mass media and its representations of the 
body as a point of comparison, as a way to measure how their own bodies measure up to the 
cultural ideal (Lorenzen, Grieve & Thomas, 2004). The ideal presented to men and women by 
mainstream media is most often unattainable, leading to body dissatisfaction and poor body 
esteem as an individual realizes their body does not fit the cultural norm (Pope et al., 2000). As 
the muscular ideal for men has become more pervasive and embedded in American culture, 
individuals and clinicians are reporting increased incidences of psychological disorders resulting 
from poor body image, such as body dysmorphic disorder, various eating disorders and 
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depression (Baird & Grieve, 2006; Bordo, 1999;  Bottamini & Ste-Marie, 2006; Pope et al., 
2000). 
Once considered largely an issue specific to women, body image concerns are affecting 
men with increasing rates. As the muscular body ideal for men has increased in popularity, more 
men are reporting decreased body satisfaction associated with viewing muscular male images in 
mainstream media (Bottamini & Ste-Marie, 2006; Lorenzen et al., 2004; Pope et al., 2000). For 
example, Lorenzen et al. (2004) found that young men’s exposure to brief images of highly 
muscular men decreased their overall body satisfaction while viewing images of average sized 
men did not decrease their body satisfaction. Additionally, Baird and Grieve’s (2006) study 
garnered virtually the same results as Lorenzen et al.’s (2004), indicating that men’s exposure to 
muscular men in advertisements does increase levels of body dissatisfaction. 
Increasing levels of body dissatisfaction are leading to increased incidences of 
psychological issues such as eating disorders, depression, and muscle dysmorphia (Danilova, 
Diekhoff & Vandehey, 2013; Pope et al., 2000). Muscle Dysmorphia, also known as “bigorexia,” 
is defined as an individual who has an obsessive desire to be muscular but does not view them 
self as muscular when in fact, they are (Pope et al., 2000). Clinicians are seeing a substantial 
increase in the amount of muscle dysmorphia cases in non-body builder men as the drive for 
muscularity increases in men of all ages. Men who exhibit muscle dysmorphia often engage in 
disordered eating, abuse of supplements and anabolic steroids and excessive weight-lifting, and 
exercising. These behaviors may lead to depression, dysfunctional personal relationships and 
often, loss of employment (Danilova et al., 2013; Pope et al., 2000). 
Although there has been substantial research on in the last decade on men’s body image 
and body image disorders, few studies have focused on how men with body image dissatisfaction 
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manage their appearance. Specifically, little research has been conducted on how apparel is used 
by men to manage their appearance, particularly as it relates to their body image and body 
cathexis (Frith & Gleeson, 2004). Body cathexis is defined as the positive and negative feelings 
one has towards their body (LaBat & DeLong, 1990). In particular, research indicates that one’s 
body image is developed through the interaction with others’ evaluations of our bodies and the 
evaluation of oneself after interacting with images found in mass media and advertisements 
(Baird & Grieve, 2006; Frith & Gleeson, 2004; LaBat & DeLong, 1990; Luciano, 2001) 
Research has yet to be conducted on how body image and body cathexis influence men’s 
appearance management practices, such as clothing selection.  
Body positivity 
The body positivity movement began a few decades as the fat acceptance movement and 
has more recently become known as the Body Positive Movement (Sastre, 2014). The body 
positive movement is designed to highlight and celebrate the inclusion of diverse body types in 
mainstream media (Sastre, 2014; “the body positive,”, 2019). Though not considered a formal 
movement, rather an ideology or philosophy, websites, blogs and Instagrammers are taking to 
social media to promote the acceptance and celebration of all bodies, even the bodies that do not 
fit the cultural norm of thinness for women or muscular for men. Some of the more recent 
campaigns to promote body positivity include Dove’s Real Beauty Campaign and Aerie by 
American Eagle’s pledge to include diverse body types and unretouched photos in their 
advertisements. Primarily aimed at women, as women typically experience the most pressure to 
live up to a particular appearance ideal, the body positive movement aims to change the way 
society views bodies, particularly fat bodies, lessening the stigma and shame that come with 
appearing overweight or not thin (Ospina, 2016; Sastre, 2014; the bodypositive.org, 2019).  
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The majority of the movement has been online, particularly social media, where 
champions of the body positive movement post pictures of all body types, more often larger 
female bodies, in clothing that one would not see a plus size female wearing in mainstream 
media. These pictures are meant to highlight the acceptance and beauty of everyone’s bodies as 
well as illustrate the importance of having a positive body image, regardless of size (“the body 
positive,” 2019). More recently, there has been a small presence of male body positive activists, 
particularly plus size male models, such as Kelvin Davis, who are calling for the inclusion of 
men in the body positive movement (“Notoriously Dapper,” 2019; Ospina, 2016; Sastre, 2014) 
As the body positive movement gains momentum, consumers and researchers are asking 
where men fit into the body positive movement. Although body image issues are on the rise for 
men as more men express dissatisfaction with their bodies in comparison to the cultural ideal 
presented in the media (Pope et al., 2000; Sastre, 2014), there has been little to no inclusion of 
men in the body positive movement. Efforts to include diverse body types, including big and tall 
men, in mainstream media, are not as common. Even if the effort to include big and tall men is 
presented to consumers, the campaign is not recognized as legitimate, as was evident with the 
#aeriemen campaign, where it was later revealed by Aerie, that the campaign to increase body 
positivity among men was indeed a joke (Rebolini, 2017). The idea that men could and should 
express acceptance and celebration of their bodies does not fit the current hegemonic masculinity 
narrative (Bordo, 1999; Rebolini, 2017) 
Theoretical Perspectives 
Several existing theories helped interpret the findings of this study and the participants 
lived experience. In addition, interpretation of participants’ experiences in light of these 
theoretical ideas provided some guidance in the construction of new theoretical ideas.  The 
following sections highlight Social Comparison Theory, Bourdieu and Social Capital, and 
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Postrational feminism that guided the research and interpretation of participant responses. Lastly, 
the use of these theories allowed for inductive reasoning to assist in theory development. 
Festinger: Social Comparison Theory 
Social Comparison Theory describes how individuals evaluate their opinions and abilities 
through comparison with those people and images around them (Festinger, 1954). In essence, 
individuals will engage in a comparison of themselves and their actions to people who share 
similar characteristics as them (LaBat & DeLong, 1990). Social Comparison Theory identifies 
three basic tenets of comparison: 
1. Individuals compare themselves to others based on physical appearance and 
attractiveness 
2. Individuals compare themselves to others of “lower standing” or downward comparison 
and individuals compare themselves to others of “higher standing” or upward 
comparison 
3. These social comparisons shape individuals self-evaluations and attitudes about 
themselves 
Social Comparison Theory is often used to understand how individuals feel about media 
images presented to them and the effects of these images on body image and body 
dissatisfaction, including body cathexis (Rieke, Fowler, Chang & Velikova, 2016; Vartanian & 
Dey, 2013). Recent research has indicated a strong correlation between increased levels of body 
dissatisfaction and the viewing and internalization of fashion models and idealized bodies 
presented in popular media (Brosdahl, Burnsed, Park & Cohen, 2017; Rieke et al., 2016). 
Individuals will engage in upward comparisons of themselves to the images presented in fashion 
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advertisements, identifying themselves as lacking certain attributes in comparison to the model, 
resulting in increased body dissatisfaction (Brosdahl et al., 2017; Vartanian & Dey, 2013).  
The ideal body is presented to men through images in the mass media. They learn what 
the ideal body is and how they should look (Rieke et al., 2016) and as part of the socialization 
process, men are exposed to media images extolling the benefits of the muscular ideal and the 
benefits it provides such as access to fashionable clothing and social prestige (Bordo, 1999). Men 
are comparing themselves to body ideals that are virtually unattainable for many, resulting in 
feelings of inadequacy and overall body dissatisfaction. The introduction of male plus size 
models in mainstream media provides an alternate image for men to compare themselves to, with 
the possibility that these new images could elicit downward social comparisons resulting in 
increased body satisfaction and body image, and overall positive feelings about one’s body.  
Bourdieu: Social Capital and the body 
Bourdieu’s concepts of habitus and social capital can be applied to the body and its 
relationship to and interaction with the social world. Bourdieu (1977) defines habitus as the 
mental structure used for classifying and defining social practices. It assists an individual in 
creating meaning in the social world and serves as a vehicle for understanding cultural practices 
(Bourdieu, 1977; Bourdieu, 1984). Habitus is a device that helps individuals understand social 
and cultural practices (Bourdieu, 1984). The development of one’s habitus is an unconscious 
social process that occurs through the natural socialization process an individual experiences as 
part of human development. It links the internal with the external, the subjective, and the 
objective and the individual with the social (Bourdieu, 1977; Entwistle, 2015). Habitus is the 
internalization of cultural standards and practices. It becomes ingrained in human behavior and 
operationalized unconsciously (Bourdieu, 1977).  
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According to Bourdieu, social capital is the accumulation of prestige or status in a 
particular group of society. Social capital is acquired through the adoption and mastery of actions 
that are the identifying characteristics of a particular group. The characteristics of these groups 
become the basis of a social network and constitute membership within a particular network. 
Individuals use their social capital to gain access to more prestigious social groups (Bourdieu, 
1977; Bourdieu, 1984). Social capital is important because it reflects an individual’s values and 
goals, and indicates an individual’s acceptance and participation in societal groups (Bourdieu, 
1977; Entwistle, 2015). 
Obtaining a fit, lean body is a form of social capital in American culture (Bourdieu, 1977; 
Bourdieu, 1984). It represents discipline and achievement over the body. A plus size body is 
representative of someone who has failed their “body project” (Maynard, 1999). They have lost 
control over their bodies and, as a result, the social capital associated with discipline over the 
body. Many designers and retailers have consciously decided to exclude plus size models from 
their advertising campaigns, as they believe these undisciplined bodies if represented in the 
advertisements, may erode their brand image. The fear of a loss of social capital by these brands 
may be viewed as a driving force behind the exclusion of plus size models. Additionally, since 
American culture views the fit, lean body as prestigious and part of an elite social group, plus 
size models and consumers do not possess the same social capital as those who belong to the 
straight size group. They do not have the same level of social capital and have been relegated to 
a lesser group with far less prestige, the plus size group, as viewed by many retailers and 
designers (Scaraboto & Fischer, 2013). Bourdieu’s theories regarding social capital may help to 
explain the reluctance and rationale designers and manufacturers possess that influences their 
decision to exclude plus size models in their advertising campaigns. Additionally, Bourdieu’s 
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ideas regarding habitus and social capital may aid in understanding participants’ feelings about 
plus size clothing, plus size models and their overall experience with shopping for plus size 
clothing in a culture that values a thin, lean, disciplined body.  
The evolution of the ideal body type indicates the importance U.S. culture places on the 
ideal body type and attaining and maintaining that ideal body type. As evidenced in media and 
popular culture, individuals with ideal bodies have access to popularity and fame as well as 
specific social groups. The popularity of social media, particularly Instagram models, illustrates 
the importance having an ideal body type has on popularity and status in U.S. culture. Those 
individuals who have attained or appear to have attained the ideal body type, are rewarded with 
likes and comments, and status as influencers in the realm of popular culture. Their ideal bodies 
have afforded them a certain amount of social capital that affords them access to particular social 
groups, in this case that is fame, popularity and often opportunities to be viewed as influencers 
for brands.  
Postrational feminist thought on the body 
Postrational or postmodern feminists, as opposed to rational or antirational feminists, 
believe the goal of feminist scholarship is to deconstruct traditional gender roles, norms and 
characteristics, and highlight the underlying beliefs and assumptions to question the validity of 
presumed gender differences (Di Stefano, 1990; Kaiser, Nagasawa & Hutton, 1991; Tyner & 
Ogle, 2008). Additionally, postrational feminism aims to understand how personal experiences 
are instrumental to the gendered experience with a focus on how race, ethnicity, class, age, 
sexual orientation, and other aspects of an individual’s identity contribute to that experience. In 
particular, postrational feminism aims to understand and disseminate how intersectionality, 
where race, class, ethnicity, age, and other aspects of identity, merge to contribute to an 
individual’s social experience (Tyner & Ogle, 2008). Postrational or postmodern feminist 
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thought attempts to explain the dressed body by deconstructing the binary nature of gender and 
power allowing for a fuller understanding of both male and female bodies and their roles in 
society and the gendered experience (Tyner & Ogle, 2008).  
Biologically, men and women have different characteristics. Cultural practices highlight 
those differences through socially accepted cultural norms and standards that have developed 
over time (Butler, 1993). Some postmodern feminists argue that being male and being female is 
an embodied experience dependent on social processes situated within a specific time (Tyner & 
Ogle, 2008; Wilson, 1999). Judith Butler argues that bodies and gender are separate, and our 
bodies perform gender-based upon culturally prescribed norms and practices. In other words, our 
gender is a reflection of our performance which is constructed and regulated by the performance 
itself (Butler, 1993).  
Butler (1993) also notes that the performative acts can and do initiate social change. The 
inclusion of plus size models is a performative act as being plus size is a form of resistance 
against the idea that gender is binary (Tyner & Ogle, 2008). Plus size does not fit the prevailing 
cultural standard for either masculine or feminine behavior, and thus the inclusion, or celebration 
of such bodies may necessarily be resistance to culturally accepted gender norms, standards, and 
sites of power. Being plus size and celebrating plus size stands in opposition to the gender norms 
of American culture. Being plus size is not located within the traditionally feminine or masculine 
roles and that may produce a new performance to be negotiated by society (Butler, 1993). 
Postmodern feminism may be useful in understanding how men view their bodies in light of the 
recent body positive movement and its juxtaposition to the prevailing cultural norm of fit and 
lean bodies. Additionally, a postmodern feminist approach may aid in understanding how the 
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inclusion of men’s plus size models and clothing may affect the perception of masculinity of 
those who represent and wear men’s plus size clothing.  
Although these theories have been used in other contexts to understand fashion, the body, 
and consumer behavior, they have yet to be employed to understand plus sized men’s 
experiences with plus size clothing. This research will help provide understanding and meaning 
to the plus sized men’s experience shopping for clothing as well as their perceptions of those 
models and brands who advertise and promote plus size clothing for men. These theories will 
provide the lens through which the participants lived experience will be viewed, and provide a 
framework for the understanding and explanation of the phenomena being researched.  
The Long Tail 
 The Long Tail economic theory posits businesses have the opportunity to realize 
significant revenue from offering smaller quantities of niche products to a large number of 
consumers (Anderson, 2006). The economics of traditional, “hit-driven” retail limit consumer 
choice. Due to economics of traditional retail, only products that have the potential to be popular, 
revenue driving hot sellers are put onto the shelves or racks. The opportunity cost of missing out 
on sales of products not carried can make the indirect costs higher than the direct costs of 
carrying those popular products in store. Understanding and offering products to niche markets 
may reveal latent demand for more popular products and often reveals a hidden majority 
(Anderson, 2006).  
 Long Tail economics may be helpful in understanding participant’s shopping 
experiences with big and tall clothing and how they experience the apparel offerings. 
Additionally, Long Tail economics may provide insight into why retailers choose to carry big 
and tall products. As this demographic garners more purchasing power and comprises a larger 
segment of the population over time, Long Tail economic theory may provide a framework for 
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retailers to evaluate their plus size offerings, including how their big and tall line satisfies 
consumer need and whether their product offerings need altered. It may also help retailers decide 
whether offering plus size clothing would drive revenue for their business.   
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CHAPTER 3.    METHOD 
This study used a grounded theory approach where in-depth, one-on-one interviews were 
employed in order to understand plus sized men’s experiences with plus size clothing and their 
shopping experience. A grounded theory method utilizing in-depth interviews was used because 
it allowed the participant to share their experiences and understanding of the phenomena in their 
own words and aid the researcher in building new theoretical ideas based on the data provided by 
the participants. Because the research questions were virtually unexplored, a grounded theory 
approach allowed for the building of new theory to explain how the participants experience 
men’s big and tall clothing (Creswell & Poth, 2018). In addition, in-depth interviews allowed the 
researcher the opportunity to ascertain the meaning of the participants’ lived experiences with 
the phenomenon in question (Creswell & Poth, 2018; McCracken, 1988). The ability to ask 
additional questions to clarify meaning and gather sufficient detail about participants’ lived 
experience was the primary reason for the use of a grounded theory method of inquiry (Creswell 
& Poth, 2018; Spiggle, 1994). Additionally, one on one, in-depth interviews allowed for the 
exchange of dialogue between the researcher and participant, as well as the opportunity for both 
researcher and participant to ask clarifying questions during the interview process, deepening the 
understanding of the unexplored experience and concepts related to the participants’ experiences 
(Charmaz, 2014; Creswell & Poth, 2018; McCracken, 1988). An open-ended question 
framework was used by the researcher during the interview process as it provided the most 
flexibility in being able to ask follow-up questions, clarify statements and ask probing questions. 
Additionally, each participant completed a questionnaire to acquire the necessary demographic 
information from the participants.  
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In addition to using a grounded theory approach, several theories were also utilized to 
inform the research process and provide context to participant responses. Specifically, 
Festinger’s Social Comparison Theory, Bourdieu and Social Capital and Postrational Feminism 
provided a lens through which participant responses were interpreted and analyzed. These 
particular theories were used as they specifically relate to how individuals relate to images 
presented in the media and how bodies are viewed and valued in U.S. culture. 
Questions used in the interview schedule were grouped into categories based on the 
research questions, including overall shopping experience, experience with plus size clothing, fit 
concerns and preferences concerning plus size clothing, social issues and appearance concerns 
and perceptions of plus size models and brands that include plus size models.  
Sample and Data Collection 
The sample for this study was obtained by identifying individuals who shop men’s big 
and tall clothing through known acquaintances who already shop plus size men’s clothing. A 
snowball sampling method was utilized for this study, as this aided the researcher in identifying a 
specific population--men who shop for and wear plus size men’s clothing. Participants ages 25-
45 who shop plus size men’s clothing, sizes XL or size 38-inch waist and larger, were eligible 
for inclusion in the study as these sizes are generally accepted as big and tall or extended sizes 
for men. Additionally, this age range was selected as it represents those men most likely actively 
involved in fashion, shop for their own clothing and have ample amounts of discretionary 
income to spend on apparel (Foster, 2015; Garcia, 2018). This study explored the experiences of 
a population that regularly shops and wears men’s big and tall clothing.  
Before contact with participants, Institutional Review Board (IRB) approval was obtained 
for the study. In addition, before the interview process, the researcher asked several screening 
questions during initial contact to make sure participants fit the criteria for the study. 
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Additionally, they were required to sign a consent form, consenting to being interviewed, and 
having their interview tape-recorded for analysis purposes. After screening was complete, the 
participant and researcher agreed upon a time and location for the in-person or phone interview 
to take place. The final number of participants was determined when recurring themes and 
saturation of data was sufficient to conclude that the number of participants obtained was 
adequate to understand the phenomenon in question. The tape-recorded interviews were 
transcribed, for analysis purposes. Names were changed in the final analysis to protect the 
identity and confidentiality of all participants.  
Data Analysis 
Data was analyzed through interpretive analysis utilizing a technique where qualitative 
data is categorized and classified into parts while simultaneously relating the data to the whole 
(Spiggle, 1994). This process is often referred to as open coding. The five stages, as outlined by 
McCracken (1988) were used to guide the analysis and interpretation of the data. These stages 
are detailed below: 
1. Treating each word or phrase in each interview as separate from the remaining data. 
2. Relating those “observations” to the review of the literature. 
3. Determining the relationship among the second stage observations and relating them back 
to the literature. 
4. Analyzing the observations made at previous stages, collectively and lastly; 
5. Using the themes and overall patterns in the data to form a final analysis. 
This constant comparative approach allowed the researcher to identify themes using a 




Axial coding was also used to code the data and understand how each piece fits within 
the larger data set. It was also used to identify connections and patterns among themes and 
finding the interconnectedness among the identified categories (Creswell & Poth, 2018; Strauss 
& Corbin, 1990). Lastly, selective coding was utilized where a narrative or story is identified and 
used to connect the categories identified in the previous coding stages. This story was then used 
to identify and develop theoretical propositions (Charmaz, 2014; Creswell & Poth, 2018). 
Multiple steps were taken to ensure the reliability and validity of the data collection and 
analysis processes. Regular meetings with the researcher and major professor to discuss category 
and theme development were held. Additionally, the coded transcripts and the coding guide were 
reviewed periodically with the major professor to ensure the accuracy of each theme. In addition 
to the coding completed by the researcher, a coding check was completed by a coding auditor 
well versed in qualitative data coding and analysis. Intercoder reliability was calculated by 
subtracting the number of disagreements in coding by the total number of agreements and 
dividing by the total number of agreements (Charmaz, 2014). The intercoder reliability was 
calculated at 94% for 31% of the data. Approximately one-third of the data was selected for the 
coding check as no standard percentage exists, but one-third represents a reasonable portion of 
the data (Lombard, Snyder-Duch & Bracken, 2002). Any disagreements in coding were 
negotiated by the primary researcher and coding auditor and used to inform the coding of the 
remaining transcripts. 
A two-cycle coding process, followed by theory building was used (Creswell & Poth, 
2018; Saldana, 2016).  In open coding, emergent themes were identified.  In the second cycle, 
the connection among themes and categories was identified leading to the development of the 
coding guide. The finalized codebook and transcripts were entered in QDAS for coding and 
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analysis of overall patterns in the data.  Finally, connections between themes were used to 
answer the research questions and build theoretical ideas. 
First cycle or open coding 
The initial coding process involved the researcher and advisor reviewing each transcript 
and identifying any emergent themes. The theories identified in the literature review provided the 
lens through which the researcher interpreted and made meaning from participant responses, and 
allowed for the inductive development of new theoretical ideas in the context of existing theory. 
These codes guided the researcher during the initial review of transcripts. Additionally, new 
codes were allowed to emerge from the data and were added to the list of initial codes, to form 
the initial codebook. After the initial coding of each transcript, the codebook was reviewed by 
the researcher and advisor to develop categories (Saldana, 2016; Strauss & Corbin, 1990). 
Identification of emergent codes and grouping those codes with broader categories were used to 
analyze the data, beginning with specific elements of an interview (McCracken, 1988). The 
identification of emergent themes was used to develop the coding guide as those emergent 
themes were grouped to form broader connections and ultimately, specific codes to use when 
coding the transcripts (Strauss & Corbin, 1990). Continual review of transcripts during the data 
collection process was utilized to allow themes to emerge, including the use of analytic memos 
to ensure reflection upon emergent themes, and overall reliability of the coding process (Saldana, 
2016). The final coding guide was developed by using the observations made at previous stages 
in the analysis and relating them to the literature and the transcripts.  
Second cycle or Axial Coding 
After first cycle or open coding, axial coding was performed where the emergent themes 
and categories were related back to each other using a constant comparative approach.  
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The second cycle or axial coding occurred after the initial coding. After the coding guide 
was solidified through negotiation and comparison between researcher and advisor, final coding 
of all transcripts was completed. The final coding of the transcripts was completed using coding 
software. The researcher and advisor worked together using the final coding guide and QDAS 
software to assist with the validity and rigor of the initial coding process. The transcripts and 
codes were uploaded and the software assisted in the axial coding process. The data were 
analyzed by the software to look for connections among the categories identified in the initial 
coding stage, identifying codes and connecting the codes into central themes present in the data.  
Theory building 
Lastly, the theoretical perspectives identified in the literature were utilized to build a 
story among the themes and categories identified in open and axial coding (Charmaz, 2014). 
Findings were related to each research question. Changes, additions to, or connections among 
existing theories were suggested.  
The Role of the Researcher and Theoretical Perspectives 
A grounded theory approach requires the researcher to put aside their own biases, 
including theoretical perspectives, which may influence the development of new theoretical 
propositions (Charmaz, 2014; Creswell & Poth, 2018). Humans, by nature, approach all 
situations with their own biases and theoretical perspectives that will influence how they conduct 
research and interpret data (Creswell & Poth, 2018; Strauss & Corbin, 2015). Techniques, such 
as regular meetings with the major professor to review themes and the coding guide, and 
utilizing a coding auditor, assisted in maintaining dependability and credibility during the 
analysis process.  
My views and training in social psychological theories have a substantial influence on 
how I view the world and guide my research interests. That being said, I took the necessary steps 
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to manage the influence my theoretical lens has on my data collection and analysis. Because of 
such influences, I took the necessary steps to review and utilize the appropriate literature to 
ensure openness to new theoretical ideas.  
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CHAPTER 4.    FINDINGS AND DISCUSSION 
This chapter includes research findings from the current study. The chapter begins with 
an overview of the participants who were interviewed for the study. Secondly, an in-depth 
discussion and analysis of major themes that emerged from the qualitative analysis will be 
conducted. The major themes ascertained from the data relate to:  
1. Overall shopping experience among plus size men 
2. Participants’ experiences with plus size clothing styles and fit 
3. Physical appearance as an influence on clothing choice and shopping experience 
4. Experiences and awareness of fashion models used in advertisements 
Although the research questions guided the interview questions, throughout the 
interviews certain themes developed more prominently than others and certain topics discussed 
by participants became more salient in the interviews than anticipated. The shopping experience, 
big and tall clothing fit and style, the physical appearance of participants and how plus size 
models influence one’s clothing choice and perceptions of one’s physical appearance developed 
into the most discussed topics by participants. 
Although each theme will be discussed separately, these findings are interconnected and 
do not exist separately from one another. Each topic is discussed separately, but each is related to 
participants’ overall plus size clothing shopping experiences, style and fit perceptions, the role of 
physical appearance in clothing choice and experiences with fashion models used in 





Overview of Participants 
Participants in the study included 13 men aged 25-45 years old. States of residence of 
participants include California, Texas, Nebraska, Iowa, Kentucky, Wisconsin and Arizona. Two 
participants resided in Texas, two in California, one in Arizona, one in Kentucky, one in 
Wisconsin, one in Iowa and five in Nebraska. All but two participants identified as 
white/Caucasian. The remaining two identified as white/Latino and white/Native American. The 
average age of participants was 36, with a range of 25-45 years of age.  
Each participant had some college education with seven participants holding bachelor’s 
degrees and two participants holding masters degrees. Seven participants were married, five 
participants identified as single/never married and one participant identified as single/divorced. 
Most of the participants were employed in professional occupations while two participants 
identified as being employed in trade or technical occupations.  
Major Themes 
The results and discussion are organized around the major themes that emerged from 
participants’ responses to the qualitative questions presented to them during the interview 
process. In addition, statements from participants are used throughout the analysis to illustrate 
major themes. Pseudonyms are used in place of actual names of participants and ages of quoted 
participants are used next to participant pseudonyms to provide age perspective. Figure 1 
visually presents the themes present in the data and their interconnectedness. In addition, figure 1 
suggests the influence participants’ ideas and feelings about each theme had on other themes as 


























































Overall Shopping Experience 
The following section addresses the overall shopping experience of participants including 
their reasons for shopping, whether it was utilitarian versus hedonic reasons for shopping, 
retailers participants shopped at most frequently, socioeconomic factors influencing the shopping 
experience, participants experiences with custom clothing and clothing subscription services, and 
weight and appearance as factors in the shopping experience.  
Reasons for Shopping 
 Participants expressed very similar reasons for clothes shopping, with most 
shopping trips to find clothing items for a special occasion such as a wedding, party, vacation, or 
work event. Additional participants expressed that their shopping trips were often to replenish 
their wardrobe, either for work or to replace older items in their closet. A couple of participants 
also indicated shopping was a form of entertainment, used as a tool for enjoyment or self-
expression. Participants overall responses indicated their reasons for shopping were either 
utilitarian or hedonic. 
Utilitarian reasons for shopping. When participants were asked to describe their overall 
shopping experience, many described a very pragmatic approach describing their shopping 
experiences as something obligatory and motivated by need rather than enjoyment or fun. As 
illustrated by Phil (31), “I just don’t like the overall feel of shopping in general…I just like to get 
in, get out and get on with my day, if that makes sense?” Participants expressed that their 
utilitarian approach was often based on the lack of availability of sizes and choices for big and 
tall men. They found their experience finding desired styles and sizes arduous, frustrating, and 
even anxiety-inducing. As Alan (36) stated about his experiencing walking around shopping for 
clothes, (I am) “frustrated and annoyed. Frustrated and annoyed and anxious leading up to it. 
Anxiety because I know I’m going to be frustrated and annoyed.” Many participants echoed 
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Alan’s sentiments, not only describing the clothes shopping experience as stressful, frustrating, 
and difficult, but those feelings were prompted by the lack of big and tall sizes available, poor 
selection of styles and consistently having to shop online for the sizes that would fit them.  
Participants would often make a plan for what they were looking for during the shopping 
trip, but often found the plan derailed because of the lack of availability of sizes and selection of 
big and tall clothing. As mentioned previously, shopping trips were often anxiety-inducing and 
frustrating because participants were unable to find what they were looking for. The 
abandonment of the original shopping plan also caused frustration for participants, including a 
lack of desire to go shopping in the future and overall disappointment with the big and tall 
clothing they purchased during their shopping trips.   
Hedonic reasons for shopping. Some participants described shopping as fun and a 
source of enjoyment and self-expression. Even participants that did have a difficult time finding 
big and tall apparel in general, described learning how to navigate the brands and retailers that 
did offer a selection of big and tall apparel for men, learning how to find enjoyment and self-
expression in the clothes that they were able to find. One participant described knowing what 
retailers offered a good selection of big and tall clothing and choosing to return to those retailers 
for clothing to make the experience enjoyable for himself. Additional participants described 
knowing which online retailers could be relied on for offering a good selection of big and tall 
apparel or custom apparel where they knew they would more than likely not be disappointed in 
the fit or style of apparel. Doug (25) describes his shopping experience:  
“It usually makes me feel good. little side note…I’ve gotten better at it because I know 
where I can shop and where I can find stuff since I’m a plus size guy…if I go into stores 
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and they don’t have my size, it doesn’t make me feel good, but I usually set myself up by 
only going into stores that I like.” 
If participants were enjoying their shopping experiences, it was largely influenced by 
knowing what retailers and brands could be relied on to have a good selection of big and tall 
clothing with reliable sizing that participants could trust would fit as indicated.  
One participant discussed being a fan of classic menswear, visiting sites that advised on 
what to wear and wear to shop for classic menswear. Conversely, other participants noted it was 
often difficult, when shopping for their style preferences, to find big and tall apparel that was not 
geared to a more urban or hip hop culture. Those who did want to find more professional or 
tailored styles found themselves having to shop for custom clothing or employ the services of a 
tailor. Discussion of custom clothing and tailoring services will come in a later section.  
Participants who shopped for fun or enjoyment discussed knowing the retailers they 
could visit that would cater to their style needs. As discussed in the literature review, as men 
have become more involved in shopping, there has been a shift in shopping motivations. No 
longer are men going shopping with a plan just to procure items they need. Although they are 
shopping with a plan, they want to be entertained and have a pleasant experience while doing it 
as evidenced by participants responses. The majority of participants described their experiences 
as frustrating because, in addition to their shopping plan being derailed, the experience was far 
from entertaining and enjoyable, as well. Brand sizing and sizing consistency among individual 






Socioeconomic Factors Influencing the Shopping Experience 
 Occupations and socioeconomic factors influenced the shopping experience for 
participants. Although all expressed dissatisfaction with their shopping experience in one form or 
another, the dissatisfaction with the clothing and experience was different based on participant 
occupation and other class or socioeconomic factors. Those participants who had more manual or 
trade occupations described their experiences finding apparel pragmatically, noting they had 
difficulty finding clothing that fit well, but were able to find something and move on quickly. 
They did not invest much time in the process as these individuals were often buying practical 
clothing, such as jeans and work wear, which did not require a large time investment. These 
participants often described finding clothing that fit the best it could or finding clothing that was 
on sale that could work for what they needed it to. The aesthetic appeal of the clothing was 
second to the practicality of the clothing or the price. 
 Participants who held professional occupations that required business attire or business 
casual attire described a more time-consuming appearance shopping for apparel, particularly 
work apparel. These individuals fit of garments much more in depth, specifically their fit needs 
as well as describing their experiences at particular retailers much more. They were able to 
articulate their fit needs in much more detail and how their clothing and appearance was 
important to how they were perceived in the workplace. They articulated with certainty that their 
clothing choices and proper fit of clothing influenced how professional they may be perceived by 
others in the workplace.  
These findings align with class and appearance being linked in U.S. culture. Those of a 
higher socioeconomic status are stereotypically believed to be more involved with the 
consumption of goods and services to enhance appearance. Additionally, Bourdieu (1977) 
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discusses how the role appearance and taking care of one’s appearance leads to social capital and 
access to social groups. Those of a higher socioeconomic status are generally more involved in 
appearance in dress because it is both expected of these individuals and they typically have the 
disposable income to invest in appearance. Participants described their appearance in clothes as 
having a notable influence on their shopping experience, aligning with Bourdieu’s theories on 
social capital and maintaining certain appearance standards as granting and maintaining access to 
particular social groups. In this case, it is the professional environment and how those in that 
environment view one another.  
Retailers Shopped at Most Frequently   
When asked which retailers participants shopped at most frequently, the majority of them 
shopped at moderate department stores such as Dillard’s and discount department stores or 
retailers such as TJ Maxx, Nordstrom Rack, Kohl’s and JCPenney. Surprisingly only two of the 
most popular retailers among participants, Kohl’s and TJ Maxx, are top retailers according to the 
National Retail Federation’s (NRF) list of top 25 retail stores of 2019, indicating that some of the 
world’s top retailers may be lacking the variety and selection in their big and tall clothing 
offerings. A couple of participants noted they shopped at Duluth Trading Company because of 
their in-store selection and quality of big and tall apparel. According to the NRF in 2019, Duluth 
Trading Company did not make the top 100 list of retail stores. Value was a key component in 
the decision of where to shop and what to buy. All participants described the price of clothing 
and quality to be key criteria when deciding when to purchase, consistent with the literature on 
key shopping criteria for men according to Torres, et al., 2001. 
Interestingly participants did not list Target as a retailer regularly shopped at. Although 
some participants expressed they liked some of the products at Target, particularly their private 
label brand, Good Fellow, participants found Target to lack sizes over size XXL. These 
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observations by participants stand in contrast to Target’s more recent advertising campaigns 
featuring plus size male models, like Zach Miko (Rebolini, 2017). As expressed by popular 
literature on the male plus size market, there is often a disconnect between marketing efforts on 
behalf of retailers and brands and the product that is made available for plus size men by retailers 
and brands (Rebolini, 2017; Schlossberg, 2015). This disconnect noted by participants further 
solidifies the need for brands and retailers to evaluate their big and tall offerings and whether 
they are being manufactured and marketed effectively to their target consumer.  
Participants’ Experiences with Custom Clothing and Subscription Services 
Several participants discussed their experiences in purchasing custom clothing. Those 
participants who indicated they used custom tailoring or online services that provide a 
customized clothing experience found their apparel to fit the best and expressed they felt the 
best, both physically and intrinsically, in that clothing. As Pete (44) expressed, “I got a couple of 
tailored suits from a local suit shop in Lincoln, which I think fit me really well, so I tend to…I 
tend to feel best when things are made to measure. I just wish I had the budget to support that.” 
Another participant, who has a more muscular build due to weight lifting, described using a 
website called Oxcloth, a fashion website dedicated to providing apparel that fits larger, more 
muscular men, to provide him with better-fitting shirts for work (Oxcloth.com, 2020). Rather 
than having to settle for apparel that did not fit as desired, this participant could purchase apparel 
that fit him well and ultimately made him feel better psychologically.  
Those participants who used tailoring services described their experiences with their 
clothing fit as much better than purchasing off the rack. Having clothes that fit their bodies the 
way they preferred, led to feelings of confidence and was evident in the way participants 
described their experience with custom clothing. They felt better about themselves and their 
appearance in clothing that fit them well. Interviewees discussed the quality of their custom or 
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tailored clothing as being greater than off the rack and contributed significantly to their 
perceptions of a better fit and better overall garment. Consistent with the literature regarding 
business apparel for men, as many as 40% of men are dissatisfied with fit or have fit issues with 
business apparel, and custom fit apparel helped remove the dissatisfaction with fit that occurs 
with off the rack men’s business apparel (Sindicich & Black, 2011). Additionally, the custom fit 
apparel removed the frustration with apparel grading that was expressed by many participants. 
Unfortunately, participants noted that having custom fit clothing or tailored clothing was not 
pragmatic as many participants did not have the budget to support the continual purchase of 
custom or tailored clothing which is often priced significantly higher than off the rack clothing. 
Lastly, one participant described his experience with a clothing subscription service, 
Stitch Fix. His disappointment and frustration with the lack of selection of sizes and styles of big 
and tall clothing led him to try Stitch Fix. Instead of wasting time trying to find clothes in-store 
or engage in the trial and error process of online shopping, he decided that providing his 
measurements and style preferences to a personal stylist via Stitch Fix may be a good option for 
him. As Lance (37) described: 
“Stitch Fix…It’s interesting in that I’m being very honest in my sizing and fit issues, so 
they’re taking and building that profile for you. So ideally, they’re coming to you (with 
the product) pre-curated for you, which is kind of nice. And then the return process is 
super easy. I’m not trying to put it back in a bag. I’m not having to walk back into the 
store to do it. I slam it in the bag and throw it in the outgoing mail at work. The fact that I 
didn’t have to pay for it, I’m not running the risk of my credit card being swiped at a 
register only to have to turn around and come back to deal with the return process, and I 
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can get my money back for what didn’t fit…it all just streamlines the whole process for 
me. That’s just been really helpful.” 
Because of his success with Stitch Fix, Lance had not shopped in a retail store for over a 
year. He described his experience with the service as easy, convenient and worth the money 
spent on the service and the clothes themselves. A popular service for big and tall men since its 
launch in Fall of 2018 where, upon its initial introduction, it garnered a 25,000 person waitlist, 
the Stitch Fix service for men has proven successful, with the service offering over 800 style and 
fit combinations for men, a significant increase over 160 style and fit combinations just three 
years ago (Rusbosin, 2019). Additionally, it has been suggested Stitch Fix has been popular for 
big and tall men because it eliminates the stigma of shopping the “big and tall” section of a store 
and provides fashionable, on-trend options for big and tall men. The industry is beginning to 
recognize larger men want to dress well; they are not sloppy, lazy nor disinterested in fashion as 
was once believed. These sentiments are illustrated by this participant’s satisfaction with the 
service and product he’s receiving from Stitch Fix (Rusbosin, 2019; Stidhum, 2018).  
Weight and Appearance as Factors in the Shopping Experience  
When describing their shopping experience, several participants expressed frustration and 
disappointment because of how the clothes shopping experience made them feel about their 
appearance, particularly their weight. The shopping experience was not enjoyable anymore 
because several participants had gained weight and noticed clothes did fit them as they thought 
they should. Additionally, the enjoyment of the clothes shopping experience was virtually solely 
predicated on whether the participant had lost weight or gained weight recently and how that 
may affect the shopping experience. As Pete (44) stated about his shopping trips: 
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“Depends on if I’m shopping because I’ve gained weight or lost weight…if I’ve lost 
weight, it’s kind of fun to try on different clothes and see what now fits and the shirts are 
a little more form-fitting and make me feel good. If it’s because I’m replacing, even if the 
shirt fits well or the pants are the correct size, it’s sort of demoralizing and I don’t like it 
as much. I feel that too.” 
Other participants described feeling down when shopping for clothes and trying clothes 
on, because they had gained weight. They noted the level of disappointment they felt with 
themselves for not being able to fit in “normal” size clothes, as many participants labeled 
“straight” size clothing “normal” sizes. The usage of the word “normal” to indicate smaller sizes 
illustrates the influence of the cultural stigma against larger bodies and sizes and will be 
discussed further in a later section.  
In addition to a certain level of disappointment as participants shopped for clothes 
because of weight gain, many participants, because of this weight gain, believed that their overall 
experience with clothing had turned negative because they were unable to fit the clothes 
produced by brands. As consumers, they expressed they should be able to fit the clothes 
produced, rather than the clothes fitting them. There was a certain level of shame and guilt 
associated with their weight gain and the big and tall clothing they were trying on, that was not 
fitting the way they had hoped, was an indication to participants that they needed to do better to 
be able to fit back in “normal” size clothing. When Stu (45) was asked about how he felt 
shopping for clothes his response was an emphatic, “I need to lose weight!” Another participant 
Brad (38), when asked about whether his clothes fit him the way he would like them to 
responded, “No, but that’s entirely my fault. Like I said, my weight fluctuates a little bit so I’m at 
the higher end at the moment.” Statements like these by participants may indicate their poor 
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shopping experience with big and tall clothing to be because they have not taken care of their 
weight the way they should have, leading to feelings of shame and disappointment with their 
own bodies because they have to purchase big and tall clothing.  
Those individuals who could be classified as taller rather than bigger expressed 
frustration with the shopping experience, but in a different way. They did not feel the levels of 
disappointment that participants who were unhappy with their weight experienced, but rather 
frustration with an industry that did not recognize the needs of their body type and body 
measurements. These participants indicated frustration that the industry still refused to 
understand and address the needs of the taller consumer, even though there are apparel lines and 
retail stores that claim to cater to the big and tall consumer. Participants who fit in the tall 
category of consumers most often noted they had accepted the shopping experience as it was, 
and looked for what they could find and what fit the best, considering the limited options. 
Studies among women have shown that body image does play a significant role in the 
clothes shopping experience and poor body image may similarly affect men, leading to feelings 
of disappointment, shame and frustration (Tiggeman & Lacey, 2009). These feelings may lead 
male shoppers who shop big and tall clothing to feel disappointed in themselves for failing to fit 
the cultural norm of slimness for men (Bordo, 1999). Since the fashion industry is one of the 
most pervasive and notable transmitters of appearance norms and standards (Bordo, 1999; 
Luciano, 2001), feelings about the overall shopping experience for participants could very well 
be influenced by the current clothing size offerings, their lack of fit to big and tall bodies and 
participants’ perceptions of whether their bodies meet cultural appearance standards.  
Experiences with the Fit of Big and Tall Clothing  
The following section addresses participant experiences with the fit of big and tall 
clothing including the lack of selection and style options of big and tall clothing, size 
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consistency, price and overall value of the clothing including cost versus the fit, proportions and 
grading standards and specifically, grading for tall sizes.  
Lack of selection and style options 
Participants overwhelmingly noted the lack of selection of big and tall clothing for men 
as well as the lack of fashionable and trendy options for big and tall men. When asked about 
their perceptions of current big and tall clothing, participants described the selection as lacking 
variety and quantity of individual sizes. Specifically, many participants noted that most big and 
tall clothing stores or brands will offer many basic items or wardrobe staples, but do not offer 
trendier or more fashionable pieces that are usually present in straight size clothing. As Doug 
(25) described his experience with big and tall clothing, “It’s really basic. It’s very core driven 
and very little fashion or fun.” Nick (41) also echoed Doug’s statements indicating that brands 
could be “…definitely getting newer styles out there for the larger people since that’s most of 
America these days. They should start catering to that section instead of just little people.” 
Participant’s responses were reflective of the current popular literature regarding the lack 
of selection and availability of men’s big and tall clothing. Like many bloggers, Instagram 
influencers and industry professionals have noted previously, the lack of selection of fashionable 
and on-trend styles is a real and ongoing issue, particularly for a group that wields a formidable 
amount of purchasing power (Sindicich & Black, 2011; Torres, Summers & Belleau, 2001). 
The lack of on-trend styles for men’s big and tall clothing has led many participants to 
often give up looking for more fashionable styles, choosing to stick with the basics they know 
they can find, will fit, and be appropriate for their work or social situations. Some participants 
have learned where to find fashionable items, but many have decided they do not have the time 
to search for those items, essentially giving up on finding clothes that are satisfying both in style 
and fit. As Stu (31) said about his experience shopping for big and tall clothing, “That’s the 
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thing…you’re constrained in what your options are. You can’t really shop for price as well 
as…comfort or style, because you don’t have as many options.” Many participants simply buy 
what they can find that fits like Jim (30), “I’ll run through the section and if I don’t see anything, 
I don’t worry about it…but when I do find something I buy! I buy it usually, whether it’s super 
great or not.” Statements like these illustrate the lack of selection of styles as well as 
participants’ attitudes of acceptance of the seemingly mediocre selection of men’s big and tall 
clothing.  
Participants also expressed many retailers lack the selection of sizes for big and tall 
clothing. Frustration and disappointment were felt by participants during shopping trips because 
many retailers carry very limited quantities of sizes larger than 36 or 38 waist and more often 
than not, no size 34 lengths for pants, in store. Additionally, several participants noted retailers 
will advertise they carry big and tall sizes, but find out that selection is only online. Two 
participants noted specifically, that it would be nice to have even a small selection of big and tall 
sizes in store to be able to try on and experience the product first hand as expressed by Paul (33), 
“Even if it’s a small assortment, have an assortment for plus sizes in stock so that we can try it 
on and we can see if it fits, things like that.” Interestingly, participants who were from Southern 
California, where it could be argued the culture of lean, muscular and fit is most pervasive, 
described the most frustration with finding a selection of larger sizes in store. In particular, these 
participants described an experience where they did not feel as welcome in certain retailers 
because of their size and chose not to shop at those retailers anymore.   
Although the big and tall apparel market has a $40 billion revenue potential in the next 
decade (Taylor, 2017), the number of American men that fit the traditional big and tall category 
is relatively low compared to the greater population. According to an investor presentation made 
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in 2007 by retailer Casual Male, big and tall males account for approximately 11% of the 
population. Over the last 13 years, the number of males who fit the category of obese has 
increased, but there are virtually no numbers indicating what percentage of the male population 
today fits the big and tall category. Because of these statistics, many retailers do not offer, or 
spend relatively little time offering products to such a small segment of the population where the 
potential for opportunity cost is greater if they do not offer the popular revenue driving items in 
their stores (Anderson, 2006). Unfortunately, many larger retailers have failed to see the 
potential in offering products to niche markets, such as big and tall. According to the Long Tail 
economic theory, the economics of traditional, popular items limit choice in retail stores. 
Offering niche products to consumers may reveal latent demand for more popular products and 
often reveals a hidden majority; in this case, the big and tall consumer (Anderson, 2006).  
A retailer that recognizes the revenue potential of creating products for a particular niche 
market, in this case the big and tall market, has the potential to drive sales by offering products to 
consumers that cannot be found at traditional retailers who offer only the traditional, revenue 
driving items. The segmentation of this niche could be broadened as the big and tall demographic 
could be segmented further based on height and weight. Retailers such as Stitch Fix have begun 
to see the potential in doing this as they offer a very niche product/service of styling and offering 
fashionable big and tall clothing, but it has captured a significant portion of the big and tall 
market and captured the revenue potential as evidenced by their 25,000 person waitlist upon its 
introduction to the consumer.  
Size Consistency 
Almost all participants described a lack of consistency in sizes among retailers and 
brands. Interviewees described experiences where the size they purchased at a retailer could vary 
up to two to three sizes depending on the retailer or brand. Individuals who had to do most of 
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their shopping online expressed having the most difficulty finding consistency among sizes. In 
line with the current literature on apparel sizing, this lack of consistency created frustration 
among participants, often eroding brand image and level of quality of the clothing in the minds 
of participants (Aydinoglu & Krishna, 2012; Ketron, 2016). In particular, participants expressed 
that individual sizes would often vary within a brand, creating more confusion about how sizes 
were determined and graded. The discrepancy within a brand was most often noted in private 
label brands at moderate or discount retailers such as Kohl’s or JCPenney. This may be attributed 
to lack of care taken in ensuring sizes are consistent in brands of lesser quality, as participants 
did not describe having such difficulty with size consistency among better brands such as Polo 
Ralph Lauren or other private label brands from better department stores.  
Additionally, vanity sizing seemingly did not influence participants’ brand patronage or 
brand perception as all participants shopped multiple brands and retailers. Participants were often 
skeptical of the brand’s sizing system if they found their size to be considerably smaller at one 
retailer or brand, opposed to another and would often not shop brands where they perceived the 
sizes not accurate or smaller than other clothing brands they wore and purchased. For example,  
Paul (31) said this about his experience with Nike, “I feel those sizes run one size smaller than 
what you would normally get.  Along with Under Armor as well.  It seems I have to go one size 
higher than I normally would have to go.” Another participant, Daryl (36) expressed similar 
frustrations with sizes among brands noting: 
“It’s just so difficult among retailers. I just don’t understand why the sizes can be so off 
because if they go by inches, isn’t an inch an inch? Or a centimeter a centimeter? So I 
don’t understand like, how they can be so different. I know material will play a little bit 
in that but I don’t understand like, I don’t know! I just know that certain brands fit me 
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better and if you compare size to size, same size to same size, I don’t understand why 
they have to be so different even if it’s just the same material….why one could be a few 
inches shorter in the sleeves and the torso.” 
Interestingly, this participant noted the size charts online did not seem accurate and 
wondered how they could be inaccurate if they were based on standard measurements such as 
inches or centimeters. Other participants expressed the size charts were not something they 
referenced when they purchased clothing online. The process of finding the right fit was trial and 
error, and gaining experience with retailers and their sizing, helping to eliminate the need for 
returns over time. These sentiments are consistent with prior research illustrating the majority of 
consumer returns to retailers result from poor fit and sizing issues which may be due to a lack of 
standardization of sizing in the apparel industry (Ashdown, 2007). Additionally, these statements 
serve as another indicator the apparel industry should reevaluate its sizing and grading standards.  
Most interviewees found the size discrepancies among retailers contributed to greater 
dissatisfaction with online shopping as they often did not know whether sizes would fit them or 
not, leading to increased time investment repackaging and returning the product that did not fit. 
Participants already expressed they did not appreciate being directed to purchase their sizes 
exclusively online and not knowing whether sizes would fit created hesitation and further 
alienated consumers from the brand. Not only did participants express frustration with brands 
that did not carry the sizes they needed in the store, but that frustration was also coupled with the 
idea that size charts and sizing could be inaccurate, according to the participants’ experiences 
with other brands.  
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Price and Overall Value of Big and Tall Clothing 
Another element of the shopping experience participants expressed was integral was the 
overall cost versus the quality of the garment. Participants were looking for overall value, 
meaning they desired the cost versus the quality to be proportional. Many participants identified 
cost as being a major factor in the shopping experience for big and tall clothing and noted how 
big and tall apparel was often more expensive. Participants assumed the price was greater 
because there was more use of fabric, but were not sure the reasoning behind the increase in 
prices for clothing over size XXL. As Stu (31) expressed, “there’s even up charging for big and 
tall sizes.” His statement illustrated both his frustration and confusion with big and tall clothing, 
noting that not only is it difficult to even find fashionable big and tall clothing that fits 
appropriately, but it also costs more, as well.  
This cost could be attributed to what Bourdieu discusses regarding social capital and 
prestige. Because these participants do not fit the socially acceptable body type and the benefits 
it provides such as fashionable clothing and social prestige, participants are being penalized by 
paying more for big and tall clothing. Those who wear straight sizes or even petite sizes for 
women are not charged less for clothing. Men who wear big and tall clothing are paying a 
tangible price for failing to discipline their bodies according to societal standards and are being 
relegated to a group with little to no social prestige. It could be said some brands are afraid of the 
perceived loss of social capital and brand equity if plus size individuals wear their brands as 
these consumers do not represent the ideal consumer or anyone a consumer would aspire to look 
like.  
Cost vs. fit. When shopping for clothing participants expressed cost being an important 
factor in the decision to purchase. Depending on what they were shopping for, the cost relative to 
the quality of the garment was always considered. Although cost was an important factor when 
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shopping, some participants described the cost of clothing to be less important than fit and 
styling. As they described their experiences, particularly the difficulty in finding fashionable and 
professional clothing that fit well, some interviewees became less concerned with cost as 
opposed to fit. For example, the participant who used the subscription service Stitch Fix, Lance 
(37), described the cost of clothing as being less concerning as fit. Because he struggled to find 
clothes that fit well and were fashionable, the cost became less important. He instead looked for 
quality pieces that fit him well to complete his wardrobe: 
“I’ve really pared down my closet so that I don’t have a bunch of shirts that are kind of-
tight, or really loose and baggy. I have fewer items, but they all fit me better. I don’t hold 
onto clothes like I used to, in the hope I would fit back into it or (god forbid) grow into 
it.” 
Other participants described similar situations, noting that as long as the cost of the 
apparel was justifiable, i.e. the perception of the fit and quality of the garment was exceptional, 
the price paid was not always paramount. Consistent with much of the literature on consumer 
satisfaction with clothing fit and price, participants described overall value as being very 
important when shopping. According to Torres et al., 2011, fit and quality are two of the main 
evaluation criteria straight size men use when deciding to purchase a garment. In their study, 
over 50% of their participants indicated value was the most important factor in deciding to 
purchase. In the current study, participant responses were aligned with these research results 
indicating fit, quality, and overall value play an important role in the evaluation of big and tall 
men’s apparel, as well.  
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Proportions and Grading Standards 
The majority of participants described the fit of big and tall clothing as being 
disproportionate. They noted the proportions for big and tall apparel were inaccurate, citing as 
sizes increased, the proportions of the different elements of the garment seemed incongruent with 
each other. Many participants explained as sizes increased for tee shirts or casual button-up 
shirts, the width of the shirt increased, but the sleeve length, shoulder fit, length of the shirt, and 
armholes did not increase proportionately. As Nick (41) mentioned, “…fits are all over the place 
for me. But if I can find something that doesn’t make me look like I’m wearing a tent that’s a 
plus!...like it fits ok up top but everything else is just a big ole sheet wrapped around your body.” 
Stu (31) expressed a similar attitude, noting: 
“I feel like clothing manufacturers have the sizing messed up so what you’ll find 
specifically for men’s clothing, especially when you get to the XXL or 3XL transition, it 
is, I would say the ratio of how much wider or the circumference of the shirt maybe, I 
don’t know what the technical term for like the girth of a shirt is, but basically, let’s say if 
it’s lying flat on a table, it’s width to length ratio, those ratios are jacked I think! At least 
for me, it’s a lot wider then it doesn’t get longer.” 
 Additionally, some participants expressed issues with pants, as well, indicating that rises 
were disproportionately higher in larger sizes as opposed to smaller, straight sizes. As Paul (33) 
stated:  
“…the biggest thing is, plus size or big and tall, the waist from the crotch to the top of the 
pant is always exaggerated, so any type of pant you put on, it looks a lot longer or you 
have to pull it up to make it fit and it doesn’t look right. I wish it was more proportional.” 
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One participant, who works as an apparel designer, did mention that men’s plus size 
apparel is graded from a size medium, using a straight size model, rather than using an actual 
plus size fit model, which could account for the disproportionate sizes that big and tall 
participants are experiencing. Conversely, women’s plus size clothing is graded after using a 
plus size fit model (Ashdown et al., 2007). 
Grading for tall sizes. Participants who regularly purchased tall clothing also expressed 
they found the label “tall” confusing and inconsistent. Interviewees consistently said they did not 
know how brands decided what was considered a tall measurement. As noted in the sizing 
literature, sizing standards are not consistent among brands, and brands are not legally required 
to adhere to specific sizing standards (Ashdown et al., 2007). Taller participants found this 
practice especially frustrating, as Stu (31) discussed: 
“The only thing that frustrates me along that line when you have the definition of tall, 
they have an XLT or XXLT, the amount of extra length provided by the tall designation, 
sometimes it’s a little bit long and it feels like a dress, and sometimes it feels like it isn’t 
any different than the regular sizes.” 
Other participants expressed the same issues, illustrating the inconsistencies among 
manufacturers regarding sizing and grading standards, particularly men’s tall sizes. According to 
Ashdown (2007) most apparel fit models are selected on the lower end of the size range and 
patterns are graded up based on the fit model. Additionally, as with straight sizes, there are no 
official standards for sizing and grading of big and tall apparel, leading to inconsistencies among 
retailers and no defined sizing system for men’s tall apparel, leading to participants poor reviews 
of size consistency among tall apparel (Shin, Chang & Istook, 2018).   
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Appearance as a Factor in Clothing Choice 
This section addresses appearance as a factor in clothing choice including overall 
satisfaction with one’s body, body dissatisfaction and clothing purchases and the media’s effect 
on appearance and clothing choice 
Overall satisfaction with one’s body  
 Participants generally viewed their current bodies negatively. They expressed overall 
levels of dissatisfaction with the current state of their bodies and that was most often expressed 
when describing their overall shopping experience. Their descriptions of their shopping 
experiences were predicated on current feelings about their body and whether they felt their 
weight was where it should be. Many expressed feelings of disappointment when shopping 
because they had gained weight or had not maintained the level of discipline in taking care of 
their bodies they believed they should have. As Pete (44) said, “I get frustrated and I kind of feel 
bad about myself that I have to look at the bottom rack for pants that are big enough…It makes 
me feel like I’ve not done a good job of being self-disciplined.” This lack of self-discipline was 
expressed by multiple participants and is congruent with U.S. culture’s belief in maintaining 
certain appearance standards (Bordo, 1999; Luciano, 2001). Additionally, participants’ 
disappointment with themselves and their lack of discipline could be attributed to U.S. culture’s 
intense desire to manipulate the body as well as the belief that those that do not consistently 
practice maintaining certain physical appearance standards are somehow weak, lazy and 
undisciplined in other facets of their life (Pope et al., 2000 ).  
 Additionally, participant’s descriptions of the clothing that was available or not available 
to them were also contributors to overall dissatisfaction with their bodies. Many described the 
clothing industry and its decision to limit the selection, variety and styles for big and tall men as 
contributing to overall feelings of disappointment with their bodies. Consistent with the fashion 
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industry being one of the most pervasive transmitters of cultural norms, particularly norms about 
appearance and the body, participants felt bad about their bodies when shopping because of the 
clothing that was available to fit their body types. Many described not wanting to wear clothing 
that resembled a tent from a circus like Nick (41), “I’m not going to be in a big top show anytime 
soon so I don’t want to wear a tent.” Frustration with clothing that, according to participants, was 
seemingly an afterthought to brands and retailers, contributed to feelings of dissatisfaction with 
one’s body leading many participants to the conclusion that their bodies were not worthy of 
being dressed fashionably or in something that fits appropriately. These sentiments echo many 
plus size male models who have advocated for more fashionable and on-trend clothing for big 
and tall men as this demographic does want to dress well and they are interested in fashion 
(Lubitz, 2017).  
Body dissatisfaction and clothing purchases. These experiences with brands and 
retailers decidedly influenced participants clothing and shopping choices. The availability of 
limited sizes at particular retailers drove participants away from certain brands such as 
Abercrombie & Fitch, where several participants knew they did not carry larger sizes and the 
sizes they did have seemed small than other brands or retailers. Additionally, the in-store 
experience and exclusion of big and tall men to online-only shopping also drove many 
participants away from retailers. As Paul (35) stated, “Don’t discourage your customer from 
coming in and saying, oh we don’t carry “that” size, you have to go online.” Lance (37) also 
expressed similar sentiments regarding his in-store experience and lack of inclusion of plus sizes 
for men: 
“My experience for instore is again, frustrating and it’s a waste of time because I don’t 
feel like the product is going to be there and I don’t feel like an associate is going to be 
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overly helpful. They are merely going to tell me that size isn’t available in-store and then 
try to direct me to online.” 
These sentiments directly reflect what male plus size models and Instagram influencers 
are saying about the men’s big and tall market. Participants responses are consistent with 
influencers’ experiences of being pushed to retailers’ online store for their size, eliminating the 
experience of being able to touch, feel and try on the product as well as indirectly 
communicating to the big and tall customer they are not worthy of an in store experience, and 
that they are really an afterthought in the minds of many brands and retailers.  
Interestingly, those participants who experienced the most negative in-store experiences 
concerning their size were those participants who lived in the Los Angeles metropolitan area of 
California. California is often considered a cultural leader in fashion and many brands are 
headquartered in California, particularly Southern California, with many company’s flagship 
stores located in the state, as well (Balise, 2014; Blank, 2018). The appearance culture is 
omnipresent and these two factors may have led to the notable negative in-store experiences 
these participants had while shopping for big and tall clothing. Conversely, those individuals 
who were from the Midwest or the southern U.S. did not express having such pointed negative 
experiences with retailers. They did note they were often not able to find sizes or variety, but did 
not describe store employees as rude, unhelpful nor quick to point them immediately to online 
avenues for clothing purchase.  
Media’s effect on appearance and clothing choice. Most participants acknowledged the 
media did have some effect on how they felt about their appearance and clothing choice. 
Although only two participants denied the media having any influence on how they felt about 
their bodies or their clothing choices, most admitted that the media, even subconsciously, did 
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affect how they felt about themselves and their clothing choices. As Mark (31) stated about the 
role of media in his clothing decisions, “No I wouldn’t say so. Well, obviously that’s not true, 
mainstream media evolves which clothing choices are even available and what’s kind of socially 
acceptable.” This participant noted that the media does influence him to an extent, partially 
because it controls what he sees available to him and communicates the preferred body and 
clothing types. Another participant, Alan (36) described the media as having a fairly significant 
influence on his appearance and clothing choices, “it can definitely influence your body and how 
you feel about yourself. I think there’s a big perception of what’s fit and what’s not…just based 
off appearance…It definitely influences.”  
Although a few participants said media did not influence their bodies nor clothing 
choices, the responses to questions regarding clothing fit preferences and styles indicated the 
media did have some underlying influence on how they chose to view clothing, both in the store 
and on their bodies. As several participants expressed in their interviews, they did not want to 
have their clothes skin tight where their “rolls” could show or wear anything too ostentatious 
where negative attention might be drawn to their bodies. Statements like these indicate society’s 
expectations of what the male body should look like, and how they have been internalized by 
participants as they express a desire to camouflage what society considers undesirable aspects of 
a body that does not meet certain physical standards. Additionally, statements from participants 
indicated they chose not to pay attention to the media and what it espouses, indicating there is a 
certain level of influence media images do have in participants lives although some have actively 
chosen not to compare themselves to the images presented in media and advertisements.  
According to Festinger and Social Comparison Theory, individuals compare themselves 
to the people and images around them. Often used to understand how individuals feel about 
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media images presented to them and the effects of those media images on body image and 
overall body dissatisfaction, Social Comparison Theory could help explain the overall feelings of 
dissatisfaction participants feel about their bodies and their clothing. As many participants have 
described feeling a lack of discipline and disappointment in themselves for not maintaining a 
certain appearance, it could be said they are feeling this way because they are engaging in 
upward comparison as they view these images of better bodies in the media. These comparisons 
are then internalized leading to unfavorable views of one’s body. Although some participants 
said the media did not influence how they felt about themselves or their bodies, the comments 
about how they believed their bodies looked in clothing and how they wished their bodies looked 
in clothing were indicators that they had internalized at least some media images and cultural 
norms regarding a lean, muscular appearance for men and U.S. culture’s preference for that 
image as the socially acceptable male body.  
Accurate social comparisons are not always the goal of social comparisons, according to 
Festinger (1954), as many participants often compared themselves to unrealistic images of 
bodies in the media. For example, it is widely accepted that many media portrayals of ideal 
bodies are more than likely not attainable for most individuals (Bordo, 1999; Luciano, 2001), but 
participants found themselves comparing their own bodies to those presented to them in popular 
media outlets. Because these images are so pervasive and presented to society as what 
individuals should aspire to, most participants found themselves comparing their own bodies to 
those images, whether they realized it or not. Additionally, participants knew they did not look 
like those bodies and had accepted that they knew they would not look like the bodies presented 
in media, but still used those images for comparison, regardless of whether they could be used 
for an accurate social comparison.   
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Additionally, as participants described the lack of selection and variety of plus size 
clothing for men, it was apparent that fashionable clothing is mostly reserved for those who fit 
the cultural norm of a lean, muscular body. The lean, muscular body represents achievement and 
success and the plus size body often signals a failure or lack of discipline over the body. Media 
images, in particular those images presented to men by the fashion industry, remind men that a 
lean, muscular body provides one access to fashionable clothing and social prestige. And, 
according to Bourdieu and his theory on social capital and the body, if one does not maintain a 
disciplined body that fits that cultural norm, the punishment is less access to fashionable clothing 
which may ultimately lead to a decrease in social capital and denial of access to social groups. In 
the case of these plus size male participants, the lack of access to social capital and prestige takes 
the form of little to no selection or variety of men’s plus size clothing that fits well and is 
fashionable.  
Participant Experiences with Fashion Models  
This section addresses participant experiences with fashion models including participant 
awareness of plus size models in the media, the use of the word normal to describe straight sizes 
versus plus sizes, attitudes towards plus size models in the media, experiences with brands that 
use plus size models in their advertisements, the role of mannequins in the shopping experience 
and the influence of plus size models on brand perception and patronage participants views on 
straight size versus plus size model advertisements.  
 Awareness of Plus Size Models in the Media 
The majority of participants expressed they had seen plus size models in the media and 
advertisements. Most had seen only female plus size models in the media and those participants 
who had seen male plus size models, it was only in advertisements specifically for plus size lines 
or stores, such as DXL. Some participants were quick to note where they had seen plus size 
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models and others only mentioned they had seen them at some point in the media. The most 
notable plus size model participants were able to recall was Ashley Graham, particularly in the 
context of Sports Illustrated’s swimsuit issue indicating plus size models, though becoming more 
visible, are not mainstream and easily identified when presented in the media.  
Some participants were more keenly aware of the presence of plus size models and could 
distinctly recall their reactions to seeing plus size models in fashion. Interestingly, some 
participants described being caught off guard when seeing a plus size model in the media 
because of the lack of inclusion of larger bodies in the media, in general. As one participant, Pete 
(44) noted, “…it’s noticeable to me that you see some of these models that don’t look like the 
standard model body type, modeling clothes. You’re modeling other features. but it’s so new that 
it does definitely give me pause. And it’s always definitely that, huh, they went that direction.” 
Similar sentiments were expressed and one participant, Reid (31), even expressed his skepticism 
at viewing plus size models in advertisements saying, “…I’m being honest, if there was a Nike 
ad that had all these morbidly obese dudes playing hoops you’d be like, wtf? Is this a joke or…? 
It would be so out of the norm that you would think something strange was going on.” 
Participants said the models in the advertisements needed to be believable, and in a context 
where they did not seem “placed” strategically or not “normal,” meaning the placement of plus 
size models needed to appear natural and realistic.  
Use of the word normal to describe straight sizes. Interestingly, participants often used 
the word “normal” to describe straight sizes versus big and tall sizes. When discussing the 
shopping experience and the availability of sizes, participants often referred to straight sizes as 
“normal” sizes in juxtaposition to big and tall sizes. The reference to straight sizes as normal was 
interesting as it suggests that participants have been socialized to believe that anything larger 
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than a straight size is considered “abnormal.” As suggested by postmodern feminists, specifically 
Butler (1993) straight or normal sizes would be considered part of U.S. culture’s traditionally 
accepted gender norms or expectations. Conversely, big and tall or plus size is not considered an 
acceptable component of traditional gender norms. The use of the word “normal” by participants 
to describe straight sizes is a further indication of the pervasiveness the lean, muscular ideal 
holds in U.S. culture, how it has been internalized by men and how it translates into their 
perceptions and discussion of clothing.  
Some participants were aware of the use of the word normal to describe straight sizes and 
often corrected themselves after using the word to describe straight sizes in the context of plus 
sizes. This was interesting as it could be interpreted that participants knew that using the word 
normal to describe only straight sizes was probably stigmatizing and promoted a negative view 
of big and tall apparel. Participants used the word normal frequently to describe the lack of 
variety or selection they experienced shopping for big and tall clothing. As Doug (25) stated, 
they “…don’t have as much variety as normal…or regular sizes.” Doug caught himself referring 
to straight sizes as normal sizes and quickly corrected himself. Additional participants referred to 
normal sizes as well when discussing perceptions of when big and tall sizes begin as compared to 
straight sizes.  
Participants that were quick to correct themselves regarding the use of the word normal 
were seemingly aware of the connotation the word normal had when referring to straight and 
plus sizes. As Reid (31) mentioned:  
“I don’t think of myself as plus size. I don’t think anyone thinks of themselves as plus 
size, and I’m not sure if that’s because I’m not actually that big or if it’s because we all 
have this idea that we’re a normal kind of a thing. But I don’t think anyone likes to think 
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of themselves as anything but normal. Having to identify or self-identify as plus size…it 
doesn’t feel good for anybody.” 
Participants that were cognizant of their use of the word normal often realized the 
negative connotation quickly and changed their word choice or were like Reid (31), who realized 
what he was saying and was able to articulate why the use of the word normal was stigmatizing. 
Additionally, it could be said that Reid’s awareness of and articulation of the feelings associated 
with being labeled plus size highlights his recognition of plus size as not the societal norm as 
well as his desire to acknowledge himself and others as socially acceptable, normal bodies.  
Attitudes towards plus size models in mainstream media. Participants expressed 
positive reactions to seeing plus size models in the media. As mentioned previously, most 
participants recalled seeing female plus size models in the media, not men. The only male plus 
size models participants recalled seeing were in advertisements for specific big and tall stores or 
apparel lines. For example, Chris (35) said, “Every once in a while, I get a big and tall magazine 
(advertisement) and I see them in there.” Another participant Reid (31) recalled seeing plus size 
male models in advertisements for Duluth Trading Company as they often feature, as he noted, 
more clothing geared towards outdoorsmen and those who work in trade occupations. He 
expressed that he thought it was interesting they had more realistic or plus size models as he 
often associates outdoorsmen or tradesmen with not having the stereotypical or culturally 
accepted body type. Instead, they are stereotypically, often taller and larger men, and not 
reflective of the traditional male model or straight size runs available in retail outlets. This 
participant often found their clothing to be the best fit and quality for big and tall apparel noting, 
“Duluth has quite a bit of, it’s more like a tradesman, so maybe their target audience is heftier 
guys or something like this. So they tend to have a really good range in the sizes that they offer.” 
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Reid (31) appreciated the ability to see the clothing on larger models so he would have an idea of 
what the product would look like on someone with a similar body type.  
When seeing plus size models in the media and advertisements, participants noted it was 
refreshing to see individuals with more realistic bodies in the media. As participants were asked 
about how they view plus size models in advertisements Pete (44) noted: 
“I think of brands like that as more on the cutting edge, maybe not in terms of actual 
fashion, but more on the awareness of their consumer and trying to include more people 
in their brand and understanding the evolution of culture and the evolution of society in 
terms of who people really are instead of trying to force people to fit their brand…they’re 
trying to fit their brand to actual people.” 
Other participants noted it was good to see diverse bodies included in advertisements, indicating 
they felt brands were more aware of what their actual customer looked like. Participants 
discussed wanting to see more representation of more normal body types and inclusion of models 
who looked like individuals who wore the brand. Participants also noted they wished to see that 
kind of representation more consistently, to where they felt it was not strategically placed by the 
retailer, but part of their regular marketing strategy as Doug (25) said, “hopefully, someday it’s 
not a trend or a marketing campaign, it’s just embedded in their representation of their brand.” 
Other participants noted it was great to see brands and retailers realizing their customer rarely 
looks like the model portrayed in advertisements. They lauded retailers and brands attempts to 
move away from strictly aspirational marketing to lifestyle marketing that portrayed a realistic 
lifestyle that actual consumers could identify with, rather than just aspire to. There was 
something to be said for brands and retailers that could make a connection with consumers by 
acknowledging the reality of their lives and how their products fit in consumers’ actual lifestyles.  
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Additionally, a statement like this, according to a postmodern perspective, stands as an 
observation that some brands are acknowledging the resistance of a part of U.S. culture to the 
traditional gender norms, including the idea that only lean bodies can only be featured in media. 
Since plus size does not fit the cultural standard for masculine or feminine behavior, 
advertisements that feature plus size bodies stand in direct opposition to traditionally masculine 
or feminine gender roles and the appearance of these models in mainstream media may serve as a 
form of acceptance for many plus size consumers. It may also serve as recognition and 
acknowledgment that plus size bodies are worthy of mainstream representation and acceptance, 
and thus plus size bodies deserve to be accepted as traditionally masculine or feminine.  
Experience with brands that use plus size models 
Although most participants did not have much experience with viewing plus size models 
in the media, those that did were able to mention some brands that utilized plus size models in 
their advertisements for men. The brand that was mentioned most frequently that used plus size 
male models was Duluth Trading Company. Duluth Trading Company is an online and brick and 
mortar retailer that carries both men and women’s clothing that is geared toward outdoor wear 
and workwear (Duluth, 2020). The retailer promotes quality, durability and performance fabrics 
in their clothing. Duluth Trading Company often uses real customers, not models, in their 
advertisements.  
As one participant mentioned, who shops Duluth frequently, Reid (31):  
“I feel like Duluth has this whole marketing of like, I don’t know what the right word is, 
I’m going to say like, rugged, kind of bigger, burlier kind of dudes…that’s how Duluth is 
working it in. I feel like they’re not necessarily saying this is for plus size dudes, what 
they’re saying is we’re selling clothing to a set of men, maybe have different trades, a set 
of men that aren’t maybe going to be all Neil Patrick Harris.”  
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Another participant, Tom, (31), noted, “I’ve been getting clothes from like…Duluth, because 
they have bigger sizes in-store and online.” According to participants, Duluth not only features 
more realistic bodies in their advertisements, but also carries the product in-store, as well. This is 
important because most participants expressed difficulty in finding retailers that would carry an 
assortment of big and tall products in the physical store. This is also significant because actively 
using plus size models in their advertisements signifies a normalization of plus size bodies. 
Duluth is making a statement by showcasing more realistic bodies, creating a space where the 
big and tall body is normalized and celebrated.  
In contrast to other retailers or brands where big and tall sizes are relegated to online- 
only, Duluth uses their marketing strategically to praise and attract bigger bodies by using 
advertising that focuses on a lifestyle of hard work and ruggedness. Larger bodies are not viewed 
negatively but seen as vehicles for completing difficult physical tasks and hard work. Combined 
with the availability of larger sizes for men and marketing featuring larger bodies, Duluth has 
created a brand that is inclusive of larger sizes, creating an environment that views larger sizes 
and larger bodies as worthy, rather than an afterthought or abnormal. Their marketing 
campaigns, including marketing featured on their website, showcases real people and real bodies, 
working hard, simultaneously illustrating the quality and durability of their product while 
sending a message to consumers that real bodies are welcomed and celebrated at Duluth Trading 
Company. Although it cannot be confirmed that Duluth specifically hires larger bodies to work 
in their retail stores, it could be assumed that Duluth has a vested interest in hiring individuals 
who are familiar with the brand and its quality and durability, and can speak to the culture of the 
brand and what it represents, making it easier for sales associates to sell Duluth’s products.  
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Role of mannequins in apparel shopping. When asked if mannequins played a role in 
participants decisions to seek out or purchase certain apparel, participants were unanimous in 
their response that no, they did not, but the reasons why participants were not influenced by 
mannequins were varied. Some participants expressed they did not pay attention to mannequins 
at all because they had their sense of style. Still, others said that yes, they did look at the 
mannequins but knew the clothing on the mannequin would not be available in big and tall sizes 
and thus they chose to ignore what was merchandised on the mannequin. Participants discussed 
they would like to shop apparel that is placed on mannequins as they realized the product placed 
on mannequins was probably considered fashionable and on-trend. Unfortunately, participants 
had quickly learned that the majority of the time, the straight size clothing dressed on the 
mannequin would not be available in big and tall sizes nor would it fit their bodies like it fit the 
size medium mannequin. Interestingly, participants did mention that mannequins often directed 
them to products on the sales floor. Even though the mannequins were not plus size nor wearing 
plus size products, many participants used the mannequins to direct to them to a similar product 
on the sales floor.  
Influence of plus size models on brand perception and patronage 
Participants were asked if a brand or retailer’s use of plus size male models would change 
their perception of a retailer or brand or lead to the patronage of a brand and most participants 
responded that the use of plus size models would lead participants to seek out that brand or 
product. Participants expressed that if the product the brand was advertising, fit the big and tall 
model, there may be a chance it would fit the participant, as well. Additionally, some participants 
expressed that it would help their overall shopping experience if they could see products on big 
and tall models as Phil (31) said, “I have a visual, seeing that people who are a like size, like 
myself, have an opportunity to fit into that kind of clothing. I don’t want to waste my time going 
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out to somewhere I know isn’t going to fit. So some visual reassurance that it wouldn’t be a 
waste of time going out there (to shop).” Because it is difficult to find big and tall sizes in store, 
having the visual was important for participants and gave them some confidence in whether or 
not seeking out the product was worth it or not.  
Additionally, participants expressed they could view clothing on bodies that look like 
themselves, giving the consumer a better idea of what the product will actually look like on their 
bodies. Many participants believed they may be more likely to seek out particular clothing items 
if they were able to view it on a model that more resembled their body type. Additionally, they 
also expressed they were more likely to try styles of clothing they would not normally try if they 
had viewed it on a body that was more realistic to the actual consumer purchasing the product. 
For example, Doug (25) said, “I can see how it fits. I can see if it was designed for me. Someone 
was thinking… I was in their ideas of when they were creating it.” Other participants expressed 
it was refreshing to know that a big and tall person was in mind when the clothing was being 
created and had more inclination to try the garment on, even though it may have been something 
they may not have tried on or looked at if it had been presented on a straight size model or 
mannequin.  
Participants said they appreciated brands that featured plus size models in their 
advertisements because they believed the brands were taking the next step toward more 
transparent representation and inclusion of diverse body types. Many expressed that they felt 
brands were recognizing that their consumer was not always a size medium with a 32-inch waist 
and were forward-thinking in representing larger body types. The inclusion was seen positively, 
but only if participants believed it to be genuine. Some participants expressed they felt some 
retailers or brands were using plus size models because they felt social pressure to do so. They 
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questioned whether the plus size marketing campaign was part of a public relations effort to 
increase brand equity, rather than a genuine attempt at reaching the consumers that actually buy 
the brand. Participants wanted to see plus size representation as part of a brand’s regular 
marketing strategy.  
Straight vs. plus size ads. When participants were asked how they felt about viewing 
advertisements with straight size models, most participants stated it had no effect, they had no 
active thoughts about it, either positive or negative. Participants did express they believed it was 
what most people wanted to look at and brands used straight size models in advertisements 
because it is what most people aspire to look like. Some admitted that it was sometimes their 
preference to see clothing on straight size models because that is what they were used to seeing. 
It is the norm to see fashion presented on smaller bodies, rather than larger bodies. As Reid (31) 
stated, “I mean that’s the norm, so I don’t really view them (straight size models) differently.” 
Other participants expressed similar sentiments, noting their impression of straight size models 
was neutral because they were accustomed to seeing that regularly.  
The participants who viewed advertisements with straight size models as aspirational 
spoke at length about how the brands presented an image they were supposed to look like. As 
Pete (44) expressed:  
“I look at those brands as aspirational right? That’s who they tell me I’m supposed to 
look like, but it doesn’t necessarily mean that I think I have to. If I look at a brand and the 
advertisement and the model doesn’t look like me, but I like their clothes and I find that 
they have it in my size, I’m just as inclined to buy it. It doesn’t turn me off. But I suppose 
there’s something aspirational to it. It makes me feel like, this person wearing this thing 
looks really good, and if I wear it I’ll look really good too.” 
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Participants spoke to the aspirational aspect of the models presented by the brand, in the 
hopes that they may look like the models presented. Cultural norms and expectations have been 
internalized by participants and most viewed straight size models as the norm and the body that 
looks best in clothing. Their neutral reaction to seeing straight size models serves as potential 
reinforcement of cultural norms regarding appearance and the belief that leaner, slimmer bodies 
are the most attractive.  
Traditionally, straight size models have been used in an aspirational manner for 
consumers the brand wishes to target. The models present an image to consumers that is not 
entirely realistic for the majority of consumers. Even though participants spoke of straight size 
models as being aspirational, participants also spoke of plus size models positively, noting they 
viewed them as refreshing, more realistic and the models empowered them to try clothing they 
may not have otherwise sought out. Statements like these, combined with the increasing presence 
of plus size models, may be an inclination that consumers see plus size models as aspirational, as 
well. For decades U.S. culture has led consumers to believe that the aspiration is to be thin, but 
the more recent inclusion of plus size models has helped consumers realize the aspiration may 
not be always to be thin. Being plus size and presenting one’s best dressed self can also be 
aspirational. For example, many women view Ashely Graham as aspirational. She is a plus size 
model who espouses body positivity and being one’s best-dressed self in the body they are in 
(Schild, 2020). It is possible that aspirational marketing can be multifaceted, not just focused on 
a lean and muscular appearance that is in line with U.S. culture’s ideal, but about looking and 
feeling one’s best, whatever one’s body type is.  
Awareness of the BPM and its Effect on Appearance and Clothing Decisions 
This last section addresses participants awareness of the Body Positive Movement (BPM) 
and its effect on appearance and clothing decisions including participants overall awareness of 
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the BPM, their experiences with the BPM and the BPM’s effect on how participants view their 
bodies and clothing choices.  
Overall awareness of the BPM 
Participants were split on their awareness of the body positive movement (BPM). Some 
participants were aware of the BPM, while others were not aware of the movement at all. Among 
participants who were not aware of the movement, most were able to articulate what they 
believed the movement to be about. Their beliefs and ideas about the movement were most often 
aligned with the actual movement’s definition and goals. Those who were familiar with the BPM 
were not only able to articulate the definition of the movement, but often the goal of the 
movement itself.  
Those who were familiar with the BPM were able to articulate the movement’s definition 
and goals and believed it to be a positive social movement. As explained by Doug (25), “The 
body positive movement is a movement of retailers and people to stop shaming peoples’ bodies 
and more embracing who you are and what you actually look like, and stop making people feel 
bad about their bodies and just finding beauty in their natural self.” Reid (31) also expressed 
similar ideas about the BPM, noting the importance of the movement’s aim to move media away 
from viewing bodies that do not fit the normative standards of attractiveness as not worthy or 
attractive: 
“it’s the idea of…the portrayal of men and women in media, generally speaking, we all 
know what the social normative pretty or beautiful or handsome man looks like. He’s in a 
certain shape, he’s got certain traits or features. I think the body positive movement is the 
idea that a large portion of the population is not going to look like that. Even if they were 
fit or healthy, they wouldn’t look like that. It’s the idea and concept of not letting the 
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media tell you you’re not a 10, not letting that get to you in a way and being positive 
about your body and the way you see yourself.” 
Participants additionally explained they believed the movement to be having a positive 
effect on society, particularly for women. When participants discussed the BPM, their comments 
were directed toward the movement’s role in women’s lives. They saw the BPM as being mostly 
a movement to empower women to feel better about their bodies and accept their bodies the way 
they are.  
Experience with the BPM. Participants noted their experience with the BPM was more 
based on their awareness of the movement, rather than experience with it. Only one participant 
Doug (25) expressed that the movement affected their life, “…it’s an awesome movement but I 
don’t think it’s fully incorporated into our culture yet so some days it’s awesome and I feel good 
about myself and some days it’s like nope. Some days, I don’t feel like it cuts through or I don’t 
buy into it 100%.” Some participants acknowledged it may have a subconscious effect on their 
lives as Pete (44) stated, “…probably at a subliminal level maybe, but I really don’t think it has.” 
The majority of participants noted the BPM seemed more directed toward women and helping 
them feel empowered by their bodies, rather than trying to make both men and women feel better 
about their bodies.  
Although the incidences of mental health disturbance due to body image are increasing 
for men, body image issues, body cathexis, and overall body dissatisfaction are more often 
considered women’s issues. Men are often reluctant to discuss their body image issues or body 
dissatisfaction because of the stigma attached to such issues for men. The viewing of the BPM as 
solely a women’s movement by participants is reflective of U.S. society’s belief that appearance 
and body image issues are, for the most part, a women’s issue. Men who do report or seek 
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professional help for body image and appearance-related concerns are often shamed or 
stigmatized for doing so (Chapin, 2017; Tiggeman, 2008). The extension of the BPM’s efforts to 
include the celebration of more diverse men’s bodies may help men feel less shame for 
acknowledging and seeking help for managing body image concerns and issues.   
The BPM did make participants more aware of the types of bodies presented in the 
media, as well. Many participants discussed the BPM as helping to make them more aware of the 
types of bodies they saw, particularly when they saw plus size models in advertisements. They 
discussed the BPM as having a positive impact on how they view both women’s and men’s plus 
size clothing. As Brad (38) said about viewing plus size models in light of the BPM, “I view 
them favorably (now)…I think everyone wants to look their best, so I think it’s great.” Other 
participants expressed similar sentiments noting they enjoyed seeing greater a representation of 
bodies in the media and the normalization of diverse types of bodies was beneficial for brands as 
they could possibly reach a larger consumer audience for their product. As Daryl (36) said about 
brands who feature plus size models in their advertisements, “Good! They’re incorporating 
everyone…” Other participants expressed similar sentiments, noting the BPM had a positive 
impact on normalizing non-stereotypical bodies in media and advertisements. Additionally, 
participants also expressed their belief that the inclusion would help brands in expanding their 
consumer market by targeting people who wear the brand, rather than those they want to wear 
the brand. The BPM helped make participants, at least, more aware of the presence of larger 
bodies in the media and more accepting of those bodies in advertisements.  
The BPM’s Effect on Participant’s Bodies and Clothing Choice 
Although participants spoke in detail about their awareness and experience with the 
BPM, most noted the BPM had little effect on how they felt about their bodies. Because they saw 
it more as a movement geared toward women, they did not feel that the BPM had a significant 
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impact on their overall body satisfaction nor their clothing choice. Some participants did say the 
BPM and the presence of plus size models in the media did make them more adventurous when 
trying on clothing or seeking out new styles, but the BPM itself had not had a notable impact on 
their clothing purchase decisions or how they felt about their bodies.  
Specifically, participants mentioned that because of the movement’s goals to target the 
inclusion of women’s bodies, they had not felt the effects of the BPM in their lives. Additionally, 
participants mentioned because the movement is relatively recent, its effects are not seen or felt 
consistently in media and thus, not felt consistently by participants. As stated by Doug (25), “I 
don’t think it’s fully incorporated into our culture yet so some days it’s awesome and I feel good 
about myself and some days it’s like nope.” As mentioned previously, participants did express 
they believed the BPM was making great strides for women and including more diverse 
women’s bodies, but, generally speaking, participants did not believe the BPM had a 
monumental impact on their overall body image or clothing choices.  
Participants expression of the BPM as a women’s movement, geared toward empowering 
women as well as participants attitudes regarding seeing plus size female models as refreshing 
indicates this particular group of women may be sympathetic towards plus size women. Contrary 
to popular media images and cultural standards, participants’ attitudes towards plus size women 
indicate plus size men may be sympathetic towards plus size women. Although big and tall male 
actors are often portrayed side by side with slimmer women and male popular culture icons are 
seen with slimmer women who fit the cultural standard of thinness for women, participants 
expressions of positive feelings towards female plus size models may indicate the beginnings of 
a shift in attitudes towards plus size women, with plus size men identifying with and sharing in 
the struggles of women who do not fit the cultural standards for physical appearance as men are 
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held to stricter cultural standards for physical appearance, similar to what women have 
experienced for generations.  
Participants ideas about the BPM being a movement geared toward women is in line with 
current literature discussing the BPM’s lack of male diversity and overall outreach to men 
(Brown, 2019). The lack of inclusion of men in the BPM sends a message to men that they still 
need to fit the culturally accepted body type, and there is no room for men who do not conform 
to traditional appearance norms in U.S. culture. It also serves as reinforcement of traditional 
masculine norms which, not only serves to weaken the cause of the BPM and its goal to remove 
many traditional appearance standards, it also sends the message to men that their bodies and 
their experiences are not as important. Not acknowledging men’s lived experiences with their 
bodies and recognizing how those experiences contribute to the gendered experience inhibits the 
goals of the BPM, as the experiences of both men and women can only be understood through 
the understanding of the binary nature of being male and being female in U.S. culture.  
Summary 
Participants overall experiences with shopping produced feelings of anxiety and 
frustration, often involving their appearance and weight. They either shopped for utilitarian or 
hedonic purposes, and some used shopping as a tool for enjoyment, fun or self-expression. 
Participants shopped most frequently at moderate department stores, discount retailers and 
specialty stores. Participants experiences with big and tall clothing centered on fit and style. 
There was a consistent lack of available sizes and the overall style and selection of big and tall 
clothing was lacking, according to participants. The grading of big and tall sizes was a key issue 




Appearance was a factor in participant experiences with big and tall clothing. Participants 
expressed a level of shame and disappointment with their current appearance and the availability 
of sizes and big and tall clothing offerings influenced those feelings about their bodies. 
Participants engaged in social comparison with those bodies that were not plus size indicating an 
internalization of societal appearance norms. Additionally, the experience of being of plus size 
made it clear that access to social capital was denied or limited because of the larger size of one’s 
body. Plus size models in the media did influence participants’ perceptions of clothing and 
brands with participants noting it was refreshing to see plus size models in the media, and those 
models wearing plus size clothing would influence participants to try apparel they may not have 
otherwise sought out.  
Some participants had awareness of the BPM while others did not. Even those that had no 
awareness were able to articulate what they believed the movement to be about. Those who were 
aware of the BPM were able to articulate the movement’s goals clearly, but also identified the 
movement as geared toward empowering women. Though participants did not believe the 
movement had influenced their feelings about their own bodies, participants did acknowledge the 
BPM had helped make them more aware of plus size models in the media and identified their 
value in advertisements, particularly in empowering women through the inclusion of more 
diverse women’s body types.  
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CHAPTER 5.    CONCLUSIONS 
The purpose of this research was to understand men’s experiences with plus size clothing 
including how men view fashion models used to market and advertise men’s big and tall apparel. 
Lastly, men’s perceptions of the current Body Positive Movement (BPM) were explored. The 
following questions guided the current research: 
1. What is the experience of male consumers who shop current plus size or big and tall 
clothing lines, including fit concerns and fit and style preferences of male consumers 
who shop current big and tall clothing? 
2. What are big and tall men’s perceptions of male models in the media? 
3. How do male models affect brand image perception of big and tall consumers? 
4. How do male models affect the purchase intention of big and tall consumers? 
5. How do big and tall men view the body positivity movement?  
Secondly, the following major themes were ascertained from participant responses to the 
open-ended questions and reflect the natural development of participant responses to certain 
questions as well as the saliency of particular questions to the lived experience of participants: 
1. Overall shopping experience among plus size men 
2. Participants’ experiences with plus size clothing styles and fit 
3. Physical appearance as an influence on clothing choice and shopping experience 
4. Experiences and awareness of fashion models used in advertisements 
This research provided an opportunity to explore men’s perceptions of current big and 
tall clothing offerings, fashion models used to advertise and market men’s big and tall clothing, 
including the use of plus size models, and the attitudes and perceptions of the current BPM. 
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Little research to date has explored the clothing experiences of plus size men nor the connections 
among their experiences with the clothing, fashion models and the recent BPM. A qualitative 
approach using semi-structured interviews with 13 participants was employed to explore plus 
size men’s perceptions of plus size clothing, including fit, style and overall shopping experience. 
In addition, participants’ perceptions and attitudes towards fashion models used to market 
clothing, brands that use plus size models and how the media and current BPM may play a role 
in participants’ perceptions of brands, clothing and appearance was also explored. Conclusions 
are drawn from these findings. Additionally, Social Comparison Theory, Bourdieu and Social 
Capital and Postrational Feminism provided a lens through which participant responses were 
interpreted and aided in the development of propositions and theoretical conclusions from the 
data.  
Overall Shopping Experience 
Male consumers who shop current plus size or big and tall clothing lines have a primarily 
negative experience. Participants’ experiences with apparel shopping were virtually all negative. 
Although a few participants expressed they used shopping for clothes as a form of entertainment 
or self-expression, the overwhelming majority of participants expressed frustration and anxiety 
regarding the overall shopping experience. Participants discussed shopping for either utilitarian 
or hedonic reasons, citing practical reasons for shopping including needing to replenish key 
items in a wardrobe, a special event such as a wedding or vacation or needing additional work 
attire. Those participants who shopped for hedonic reasons believed shopping to be a form of 
self-expression and had learned which retailers to frequent that would have clothing sizes and 
selection available to make the overall shopping experience enjoyable.  
Participants who articulated that their weight and appearance was a major concern when 
clothes shopping expressed the most frustration and anxiety when discussing their overall 
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shopping experiences. The belief that they did not fit the clothes available in retail stores or had 
not taken care of their bodies the way they believed they should have greatly affected their 
feelings about their clothing and their bodies in clothing. Their articulation of disappointment in 
themselves for not practicing the proper physical discipline of their bodies colored their 
perceptions of clothing fit and selection, and often resulted in negative experiences with big and 
tall clothing fit as well as their perceptions of retailers and brands that sold big and tall clothing.  
Experience with Plus Size Clothing and Fit 
In-store clothing offerings that do not match the fit and style preferences contribute to the 
overall negative shopping experience of male consumers who shop current big and tall clothing 
lines. It was found participants thought the selection of big and tall sizes lacked variety and on-
trend items. The selection of big and tall sizes was also a frustration for participants as they often 
found limited size availability of the big and tall sizes they could find. Additionally, participants 
found the proportions or grading of garments to be inaccurate and inconsistent. This was one of 
the top complaints regarding big and tall clothing, indicating big and tall clothing is neither 
available in sufficient size quantities nor designed with an actual big and tall consumer in mind. 
They noted cost was a priority for them, but the overall value was most important, with many 
participants noting they would be willing to pay more for items that fit well and were fashionable 
or on-trend.  
A few participants expressed they were most satisfied with tailored or custom clothing. In 
addition, those who did own custom or tailored clothing noted they felt the best in those clothes 
as a well-fitting garment made them feel confident, feel good about their bodies and helped them 
feel more professional. These statements by participants indicate that well-fitting garments at 
even a more expensive price point are what many of these participants are looking for. Although 
they were not willing to pay for custom clothing regularly, the fashion industry could use this 
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information from participants to design better fitting garments that appeal to the big and tall 
consumer. Even if these better designed garments are at a higher price point, statements from 
participants indicate they would, more often than not, be willing to pay the extra money for a 
better fitting, more fashionable garment.  
Lastly, participants expressed issues with the grading of big and tall garments. They said 
the proportions of garments were inaccurate and did not reflect neither big nor tall bodies. The 
garments were described as increasing in size in areas that did not need to be increased as the 
sizes went up, and other areas of the garments did not increase in size as they should when 
garment sizes increased. In particular, participants who purchased specifically tall clothing noted 
there was no standard “tall” size as garments labeled tall could fit like a regular or straight size, 
or a tall size could be too long in the arms or shirt length. These statements illustrate the need for 
the apparel industry to work on standardizing sizing and using appropriate fit models to grade 
men’s big and tall products.  
Appearance as a Factor in Clothing Choice 
Physical appearance played a substantial role in participants clothing choices. 
Participants were cognizant of how their bodies looked, particularly in clothes and were 
conscious of what clothes they chose to purchase because of this. Many were frustrated and 
expressed feelings of shame and disappointment in how their bodies looked and the lack of 
discipline they had exercised that allowed their bodies to be in their current state. Media actively 
played a role in how some participants felt about their bodies. For some media had a 
subconscious role in how they felt about their physical appearance. The media served to 
reinforce physical appearance standards and fashionable clothing styles for participants and 
remind them that their bodies were not ideal. Additionally, the media also served as a reminder 
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that big and tall clothing was not viewed positively as men’s plus size bodies are not viewed 
positively by U.S. culture.  
The presence of straight size male fashion models often made participants feel bad their 
bodies and the lack of physical discipline they exercised over their bodies. Though many 
participants expressed they knew the images presented in the media were aspirational and 
oftentimes hardly achievable, many participants felt guilty for not looking like the images 
presented to them in the media. Media’s reinforcement of the ideal body type also affected 
participants shopping and clothing experiences as the options available for these men were 
limited and lacking style, reinforcing the idea that big and tall men, because of their perceived 
lack of physical discipline and failure to adhere to specific physical appearance standards, should 
be denied access to fashionable and well-fitting apparel. Participants expressed feelings of 
disappointment and frustration with this phenomenon. They felt shame for not being able to fit 
into the clothes produced by brands, further reinforcing Bourdieu’s (1977) ideas about social 
capital and the idea that one’s conformity to a certain physical standard does provide access to 
social capital and prestigious social groups; in this case, the group is fashionable straight size 
clothing that fits well.  
Experiences with Models and Advertisements that Use Plus Size Models 
Participants’ perceptions of male models in media and advertisements were often neutral. 
Participants did not have strong perceptions, either positive or negative, regarding male models 
in advertisements. They viewed straight size male fashion models often as aspirational and 
mostly unrealistic examples of male bodies. Straight size male models did not have an influential 
effect on purchase intention for participants. They expressed they may seek out a garment they 
see on a model because they like the garment itself, but the model did not have an influential 
effect on a participant’s desire to purchase the product.  
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Although participants had few experiences with seeing plus size models in the media, 
many expressed that male plus size models did influence them to seek out a brand and the 
brand’s clothing specifically because the images provided participants with a visual of how 
clothing may appear on their bodies. Participants were not influenced to purchase a brand’s 
products if they used plus size models, but the models did influence how participants viewed the 
brand. Many expressed positive feelings towards the brand image for brands that utilized plus 
size models in their advertisements. Seeing male plus size models in advertisements or the 
possibility of seeing male plus size models in advertisements influenced participants to try on 
garments they would not have otherwise sought out. Additionally, seeing certain garments on 
plus size models made participants more likely to believe that product may work for their body 
type. Conversely, participants who viewed straight size models believed they were not as likely 
to seek out a particular product because they assumed it would often not fit them. This sentiment 
was the same with mannequins as most participants did not pay attention to mannequins in a 
store anymore because they assumed the product was either not available in big and tall sizes or 
it would not fit appropriately even if it was available.  
Uniquely, participants often used the word “normal” to refer to straight sizes while 
discussing big and tall apparel. Many often corrected themselves after using the word normal, 
indicating they had an awareness of the stigma attached to identifying big and tall sizes as not 
normal.  Participants use of the word normal further reinforces the internalization of big and tall 
bodies as abnormal as well as the idea that larger sizes as not accepted as smaller sizes and 
stigmatized because big and tall symbolizes a lack of discipline over one’s physical body, which 
in turn signals a lack of discipline over other areas of one’s life according to U.S. cultural norms. 
According to Festinger (1954) and Social Comparison Theory, these men had spent a great deal 
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of time throughout their lives engaging in social comparisons with images found in the media, 
providing them the foundation for which to compare themselves to. Participants, unfortunately, 
viewed their bodies as not “normal” based on their years of comparisons to the bodies U.S. 
cultural has set forth as “normal” and acceptable.  
The Body Positive Movement and its Effect on Appearance and Clothing Choice 
Participants viewed the BPM positively and saw the movement as enacting positive 
social change. Although many participants were familiar with the BPM, many participants were 
not. Those participants who were not familiar with the BPM were still able to articulate what 
they believed the movement to be about. Those who were familiar with the BPM were quickly 
able to describe the movement and its goals. Participants described the BPM and its goals as 
being geared toward women and empowering them to celebrate their bodies as well as include 
more diverse female body shapes in mainstream media and advertisements. Participants hardly 
made mention of the BPM as a movement which aims to empower both men and women or 
include diverse body types for men and women. These observations are worth noting as the 
majority of the time, body image and appearance issues are labeled as “women’s” issues, 
although the growing rates of body image mental health issues reported by men would indicate 
that is not the case (Tiggeman, 2008). As health professionals continue to see more men with 
body image mental health issues, the BPM should take a look at finding ways to actively include 
men in the BPM’s efforts.  
Lastly, because of the lack of the BPM’s efforts to include men, most participants did not 
feel the BPM had significantly affected how they felt about their bodies. Although they pointed 
out it did have an influential impact on how they felt about their bodies, participants noted it did 
make them more aware of the plus size bodies they did see in media and advertisements. In 
addition to already believing seeing plus size models in media and advertisements was refreshing 
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and more normalizing for the majority of consumers, the BPM did help participants feel more 
aware of plus size models in the media and more celebratory of diverse body types. These 
statements by participants may indicate that the BPM and marketers can continue the efforts to 
increase body size diversity by regularly including more diverse body types as part of ongoing 
marketing strategy, thus normalizing the appearance of these bodies in the media. As participants 
noted in their interviews, it should be part of an overall, long term marketing strategy that 
includes representation of different body shapes all the time, not merely for certain occasions or 
to fulfill the latest cultural trend.  
Implications  
Aligned with current popular and academic literature, apparel fit is an issue for both men 
and women. Specifically, apparel fit for men who wear big and tall clothing continues to be an 
issue. This research suggests the apparel industry needs to take the time to design apparel for the 
big and tall market that fits big and tall bodies using fit models that best represent their consumer 
and performing consumer research to understand what their customer is looking for in terms of 
fit and style. As mentioned previously, the plus size apparel market will garner approximately 
$40 billion of the apparel market in the next decade and these consumers want to spend their 
money on fashionable apparel that fits well that plus size consumers can find in a store (Taylor, 
2017).  
As the demand for plus size apparel increases, more effort needs to be included in 
addressing the different segments of the big and tall apparel market. Participant responses 
indicate there may be a distinct need for retailers to address the differing segments of the big and 
tall demographic, such as tall, athletic, overweight. Additionally, Long Tail economic theory 
suggests retailers may have a distinct advantage in the apparel market by offering larger 
quantities and selection of a rather small and limited niche product. In this case, it is big and tall 
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clothing, and more specifically, clothing that offers more variety in tall sizes or clothing that 
offers more variety for men with more athletic builds.    
Additionally, plus size men have been made to feel as though their bodies are less worthy 
than the lean and muscular body that is ever-present in media. Participants’ expressions of shame 
and disappointment with themselves for not fitting into the clothes available and having to wear 
big and tall clothing is another indicator that U.S. culture still views larger bodies as not worthy 
of having access to certain social groups, in this case it is fashionable clothing. Although not 
stated by participants, their comments and observations about shame and disappointment when 
shopping for clothes helped reinforce the idea that many brands do not wish to have plus size 
clothing or plus size models in their advertisements because it may erode brand image. Brands 
want to remain aspirational and plus size models and plus size clothing currently do not represent 
the ideal that U.S. cultural standards dictate individuals should aspire to. It is possible, with 
movements such as the BPM and other plus size influencers, for the narrative to change and plus 
size bodies can be normalized. These bodies have the potential to be viewed as aspirational with 
continued efforts to include diverse body types in media and portraying them in such a way as to 
celebrate each body rather than displaying the body in a context that leads consumers to believe 
that the larger body portrayed is a token used to appease ongoing social efforts to include less 
desirable bodies in advertisements.  
Because participants described seeing plus size bodies as refreshing and more illustrative 
of what actual bodies look like, it could be suggested that retailers and marketers need to take a 
deeper look at what their consumers want to see. Many retailers are struggling to remain 
profitable with their current product offerings and marketing campaigns, so maybe it is time for 
them to create and market products that consumers want to buy, rather than retailers creating 
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products they want consumers to aspire to. The top down theory of fashion acceptance may need 
to evolve where retailers listen more to what consumers are asking for, rather than providing 
consumers with what retailers and marketers believe consumers should want. In this case, that 
may mean developing apparel that fits the consumers actually purchasing the products and 
ignoring cultural narratives that imply only aspirational bodies that fit the norm of slim and 
muscularly defined, are what clothes should be designed and marketed to fit.  
Limitations 
Every research study has limitations. First, a limited sample size may not be 
representative of the population at large limits the generalization of results to larger groups. 
Secondly, the use of in-person interviews may limit the openness and honesty of the participant 
with the researcher. Additionally, the researcher may inadvertently ask questions in such a way 
as to lead the participant to answer a question in a particular manner. As a female interviewer, 
this may have also influenced the responses of participants differently than if a male interviewer 
were used. Lastly, the subjectivity of the researcher and the interpretation and analysis of 
findings is of paramount concern. Several measures were taken to limit the subjectivity of the 
researcher and increase rigor including asking following up questions and asking participants to 
explain the meaning behind their statements to lessen the influence of the researcher’s personal 
experience bias. Additionally, the use of memos immediately after each interview to record 
thoughts on the interview, interview experience and ideas I may want to employ in the remaining 
interviews helped preserve objectivity and eliminate bias.  
Future Research 
Since this study involved the fit aspect of men’s big and tall clothing in addition to the 
psycho-social element of men’s big and tall clothing, future research avenues include 
understanding the big and tall body better to produce better fitting clothes for this market. Future 
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studies specifically on the fit of tall clothing are warranted as grading standards do not exist for 
big and tall clothing. Additionally, future studies of brands and brand image would be warranted 
to understand the effects of using plus size models and how they may affect brand image in the 
minds of consumers. Lastly, longitudinal studies on the effect of regularly viewing male plus size 
models in the media may have on body image and overall body satisfaction is warranted.  
Theoretical Propositions 
 Based on current attitudes expressed by participants regarding current big and tall 
clothing offerings and lack of inclusion of plus size models in the media it is proposed that: 
1. Properly graded and proportioned big and tall clothing would sell better, and at a slightly 
higher price point than current big and tall clothing. 
2. Retailers and manufacturers of big and tall apparel should focus on producing apparel 
that is designed to fit their actual consumers, rather than producing apparel and expecting 
their consumers to fit the garments they produce. 
3. The inclusion of diverse body types in retailer marketing and advertising campaigns 
would normalize bodies that are more realistic in size and shape to actual consumers, 
helping drive more consumers to seek out the clothing of those brands as those models 
indicate the clothing may fit consumers’ bodies.  
It is also suggested, based on participant responses and Festinger’s Social Comparison 
Theory, Bourdieu’s theories about social capital and prestige, and Postrational Feminism that 
plus size men view and internalize images in the media that portray the ideal physical 
appearance. Additionally, these plus size men engage in social comparisons of themselves to 
those bodies presented in the media. These internalized images become part of gender 
expectations for men and through socialization, plus size men recognize that adhering to a 
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particular physical appearance standard is rewarded through increased social capital and access 
to prestigious social groups. Failure to adhere to prescribed appearance standards results in 
denial or lack of access to increased social capital or prestigious social groups. In the observed 
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APPENDIX A. RECRUITING SCRIPT 
Recruiting Script 
 
Hi, my name is Melissa Thompson, I am conducting a research study of men’s shopping 
experiences and how they view male models in the media. It is hoped that this study will 
provide insight and information about men’s experiences with clothing and the size offerings of 
brands ..  
 
You are being asked to participate in this study because you shop for men’s clothing in certain 
sizes.  
If you would like to participate in this study, you will be interviewed about how much you shop 
for clothing, your experiences shopping for certain size clothing, brands that carry clothing in 
particular sizes and the representation of male models in the media. The interview will last 
approximately one half hour to one hour. Your participation in this study is completely voluntary 
and your name and responses will be kept confidential at all times. 
 
If you are considering participation in my study, I am going to ask a couple questions to make 
sure you fit the group I am choosing to research: 
 
(1) Are you between the ages of 25-45? 
(2) Do you shop for your own clothing? 
(3) Do you wear a size 38 pant and/or XL or larger in clothing? 
 
Outcome 1: You have met the qualifications for my study. What time will be the most 
convenient to conduct the interview? What is the best location for me to conduct the interview? 
 
Outcome 2: You have not met the qualifications for my study, but thank you for your time and 




APPENDIX B. DEMOGRAPHIC QUESTIONNAIRE 
Demographic Questionnaire 
Age__________ 
City and State where you reside____________________ 
Highest level of education___________________________ 
Occupation____________________________________________ 
Ethnic Background (circle all that apply) 
 Caucasian/White 
 African American 
 Latino/Hispanic 
 Asian/Pacific Islander 
 Native American 
 Other (Please specify)________________________ 
Marial Status (Circle One) 
 Single/Never Married 
 Single/Divorced 
 Married (Please indicate length of marriage) 




APPENDIX C. INTERVIEW SCHEDULE 
Interview Schedule 
 
Overall shopping experience 
• Do you like shopping for clothes? Why or why not? 
• How often do you shop for clothes for yourself? 
• For what occasions do you shop for clothes? 
• How does shopping for clothes make you feel? 
Experience with plus size clothing 
• What size(s) do you consider big and tall or extended size clothing? 
• How would you describe your experience shopping for clothing?  
• Where do you shop for clothing? 
• What do you look for in the clothing when shopping? 
• How do you perceive the style and selection of big and tall clothing? What could retailers 
or brands improve on? 
Fit concerns and preferences concerning plus size clothing 
• Do your clothes fit you the way you would like? How do you prefer your clothes to fit?  
• Do any clothing brands or retailers cater to your fit needs? 
• What are your most important fit concerns when shopping for clothing? 
• How do sizes vary among retailers for you? 
• Do mannequins, and the styles presented on mannequins, influence your clothing 
choices? How so? 
Social issues and appearance concerns 
• How does your appearance influence your clothing purchase decisions? 
• Are you satisfied with the way you look in clothes? 
• How do mainstream media influence how you feel about your body? Your clothes? 
• Does mainstream media influence your clothing decisions? How? 
• Have you heard of the body positive movement? What do you think it is? 
• Has the body positive movement affected how you feel about your body?  
• Has the body positive movement affected how you shop for clothes and the clothes you 
shop for? 
Perceptions of plus size models and brands that include plus size models 
• Do you see plus size models (either male or female) in the media and advertisements? Do 
you recall where and when you saw them? Were there particular brands that used plus 
size models? 
• How do you view brands that use plus size models in their advertisements?  
• How do you view brands that only use straight size/regular size models in their 
advertisements? 
• How do you feel after viewing plus size models in the media?  
• Do plus size models influence you to buy a particular brand? Why or why not? 
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APPENDIX D. CODE BOOK 
1. Clothes Shopping Experience 
Feelings and thoughts associated with the clothes shopping experience. Participants 




(ii) Self-expression/interest in fashion 
(b) Negative 
(i) Anxiety/frustration 
(ii) Weight issues 
(c) Neutral-neither positive or negative 
 
2. Occasions for clothes shopping 
Participants reasons for shopping for clothes. Occasions identified by participants as 
reasons for shopping for clothes for themselves.  
(a) Work 
(b) Replenish wardrobe 
(c) change of season 
(d) special event (wedding/vacation) 
(e) impulse 
 
3. Retailers shopped at most frequently 
Retailers identified by participants as shopped at most frequently.  
(a) Discount retailers (Target, TJ Maxx) 
(b) Upscale Department Stores (Nordstrom, Macy’s, Von Maur) 
(c) Moderate/Discount Department Stores (JCP, Kohls) 
(d) Specialty stores (Duluth Trading Company, Polo, AE) 
(e) Other 
 
4. Sizes considered big and tall or plus size for men 
Sizes identified by participants as the start of big and tall or plus size for men. 
(a) XL or larger 
(b) XXL or larger 
(c) Size 38 inch waist or larger 
(d) Size 40 inch waist or larger 
 
5. Perceptions of current big and tall clothing offerings 
How participants view the current selection of big and tall clothing offered by retailers 
and brands.  
(a) Lacking variety 
(i) Only offers basics 
(ii) Does not offer fashion styles in addition to basics 
(b) Availability of sizes 




6. Fit concerns 
Participants major fit concerns when purchasing or trying on clothing. The most fit 
criteria that clothing must meet before purchase.  
(a) Length of shirt/sleeves/jacket 
(b) Width of shirts/jacket 
(c) Shoulder seams of shirt/jacket (shoulder fit) 
(d) Buttons on shirt/jacket 
(e) inseam of pant 
(f) Rise of pant 
(g) Shoe fit 
 
7. Size consistency among retailers/brands 
Participants expression of consistency of individual sizes among retailers and brands.  
(a) Consistent among retailers/brands 
(b) Not consistent among retailers/brands 
 
8. Preference on clothing fit 
How participants prefer their clothing to fit their body.  
(a) Loose 
(b) Fitted 
(c) Tailored (neither slim nor loose) 
 
9. Satisfaction with overall appearance and appearance in clothing 
Participants expression of satisfaction with their appearance and/or appearance in clothes.  
(a) Not satisfied 
(i) Weight issues 
(ii) Clothing fit issues 
(iii) Overall feelings of dissatisfaction with body and appearance 
(b) Satisfied 
(i) Clothing fits well 
(ii) Satisfied with appearance in clothing 
(iii) Overall satisfaction with body and appearance 
 
10. Mainstream media’s effect on clothing and body 
Description of media’s effect on participants perceptions of their body, their body in 
clothing and clothing purchases. The pervasiveness of the media’s influence on those 
decisions.  
(a) No influence 
(i) Doesn’t pay attention to media 
(ii) Chooses to ignore media messages 
(b) Some influence 
(i) Mildly affects clothing decisions 
(ii) Mildly affects feelings about one’s own body 
(c) Notable influence 
(i) Pays active attention to media outlets 
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(ii) Influences clothing decision 
(iii) Actively influences feelings about one’s body 
 
11. Awareness of body positive movement  
Discussion of participants familiarity with the Body Positive Movement and definition of 
the Body Positive Movement. Ideas on what participants believe the BPM to be about.  
(a) Familiarity with BPM 
(i) No effect on feelings about one’s body 
(ii) Effect on feelings about one’s body 
(b) No familiarity with BPM 
(c) Participants ideas on what they believe the BPM is about 
 
12. Body positive movement’s effect on clothing purchase decisions 
Perceptions of the BPM’s influence on participants clothing purchase decisions.  
(a) No effect 
(b) Some effect 
(i) Willingness to try new styles or seek out clothing not previously sought out 
(c) Large effect 
(i) influential part of participant’s clothing choices and dress 
 
13. Attitudes towards advertisements and brands that use plus size models 
Participants attitudes and perceptions of advertisements and brands that use plus size 
models in their advertisements. Influence of plus size models on brand patronage. 
(a) Viewed positively 
(i) Brands that feature plus size models are more forward thinking and more in 
tune with their actual customers 
(ii) Would seek out a brand that uses plus size models in their advertisements 
(b) Viewed negatively 
(i) Brands are not taken seriously. They are catering to the “trend” to showcase 
larger models.  
(c) Viewed neutrally 
 
14. Attitudes towards straight size models in the media 
Participants attitudes and perceptions towards seeing straight size models/figures in the 
media, in general.  
(a) Viewed positively 
(i) Brands portraying straight size models are what most people “aspire” to look 
like. It is what customers want to see.  
(b) Viewed negatively 
(i) Brands are not keeping up with the trends and what their customers actually 
look like and want to see. Missed marketing/sales opportunities. 
(c) Viewed neutrally 
 
15. Influence of plus size models on clothing purchase decisions 
Participants perceptions of the influence of plus size fashion models and styles on 
participants’ own appearance and clothing purchase decisions. 
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(a) No influence on clothing purchase decisions or feelings about one’s body 
(b) Some influence on clothing purchase decisions and elicits feelings of acceptance and 
empowerment 
(c) Large influence on clothing purchase decisions. Participant fully embraces the plus 
size model and it greatly influences how they feel about their body and clothing 
purchase decisions. 
 
16. Influence of mannequins of clothing choice 
Participants discussion of the influence of retailer mannequins on clothing choice or 
styles they seek out to try on or purchase. Influence of styles presented on mannequins on 
participant clothing choice and purchase.  
(a) No influence 
(i) Sizes on mannequins not offered in big and tall sizes 
(ii) Have own personal style not affected by mannequins 
(iii) Do not pay attention to mannequins 
(b) Some influence 
(i) Look for new trends or styles 
(ii) Direct one to the clothing on sales floor 
(c) significant influence  
(i) look at mannequins for style advice frequently 
 
17. Miscellaneous (no other category) 
Statements, expressions or descriptions that do not identify with another category.  
 
18. Style Concerns 
Participants style concerns when trying on/purchasing clothing.  
(a) Overall style of shirt (slim, classic, tailored fit) 
(b) Overall style of pant (skinny, slim, straight, etc.) 
(c) Print or pattern of shirt/pant/jacket 
(d) Intrinsic feelings derived garment (feelings of confidence, feeling good overall) 
(e) Fit/style vs. cost (value) 
